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ABSTRACT 

The research reported is concerned with the present and 
future needs of mobile radio users in Canada. It has 
applications such as use by the federal Department of 
Communications to assist in formulation of future policy. 

The work described is based upon the needs of three cate-
gories of users: business and commercial, federal and 
provincial, and municipal. These user categories are 
discussed in detail in terms of the present status of mobile 
radio systems in use, their functions and historical 
development. Other characteristics such as size, technical 
features etc. are also dealt with, as are future needs of 
these classes of radio users. 

The results of the study are presented at various levels. 
General conclusions are reached in the summarising chapter 
concerning growth of each service category, future 
technical needs, and degree of satisfaction in D.O.C. 
policy. Each preceding chapter (discussing a particular 
user category) ends with an executive summary of the 
detailed findings to be found in that chapter. A 
statistical account of the results of the survey, carried 
out to achieve the objectives mentioned, is included 
in the Appendix. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of the study - is to examine the present  and future 
needs of mobile radio users in Canada. The resultg are in-
tended for use  • y the .Federal Department of CoMmunicatiOns . to 
agsist in fOrmulation of future policy. 

• Mobile radio use has àndergone a rapid increase in the past 
few years. This may be attributed, in part, to recent tremen 

« dous growth . in technology, new needs of more responsive public 
.services, increasing urbanization, constraints due to the 
energy crisis, etc. This demand alsO shows an increasing 
awareness on the part of the general public- of the advantages 
mobile radio brings in improving daily life. These new or. 
rapidly evolving public and - private needs, for example in 
public safety, mass urban transit, aids to mcitorists, innova-. 
tive industrial applications etc., , could aggravate problems 
such as congestion of available communications channels, 
interferende between adjacent channels, and could likely - require 
new service offerings - and new mixes of services. The Depart-
ment of  Communications thus requires knowledge of the present 
status of the problem in all  aspects  to assist in  its  task of 
developing new services etc. 

Specifically the report is intended to supply information not 
previously available from other sources. Much'data of interest 
are not available on radio licences e.g. patterns of operational 
behaviour, daily channel occuPancy rates, characteristics of 
information transaction etc., and must be obtained from other 
sources. This study also provides an opportunity  for user 
criticism of presehtly available«services, that is achance for 
feedback and improvement. The study will be one input of many, 
all interweaved to give a better overall picture. 

The problem (characterization of mobile radio user needs) is 
broken down into its constituent elements to gain a better 
understanding and attempt a solution. The work described 
divides into three user categories (presented in the Order 
listed): private business companies (Chapter 2); federal and 
provincial government departments (Chapter 3); and municipal 
departments (Chapter 4). There are a number of specific types 
of radio services ,,a.7.a.ilable to the licensee in Canada (see 
Appendix 1) and each category of user (business, federal and 
provincial, and municipal) is discussed basically in terms of 
two parameters of the. radio service chosen: (a) profile of usage,  
characteristids, and (b) present and future quality  require-
ments. Considered are such topics as the comparison of one 
user system performance with another (based in part upon choice 
of radio service), potential for substitution of one service 
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by another, service growth predictions etc. 

Methods used in this report for the evaluation of mobile radio 
user needs consist of literature searches, personal interviews • 
with both individual-users and user- groups, and a questionnaire-
type survey carried but across the country. These methods are 
detailed in Appendix 2. • ' 

Due to the large amount of data accumulated during the course 
of study; Chapters 2 to 4  for the most part discuss the needs 
of each user type in the shape of a summary of a large *amount 
of quantitative information. The presentation of this detailed 
information (from the survey) is deferred to Appendix 3, 
Verification of these results is established at each stage when-
ever possible by comparison with Other data not used in the 
report, such as available D.O.C. information, technical 
reports etc. 

Finally, conclusions are drawn on the basis of the work carried 
out, and suggestions for further research are made. 

HI 

1 

1 
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CHAPTER 2 

BUSINESS AND COMMERCIAL USERil, . • 

• 2.1 Introduction 

This section deals with that segment of mobile radio users 
which is .engaged in business enterprises as distinct from 
the public administration sector (which is treated separately 
under Municipal and Federal and Provincial àategories). 

Information  presented in this section has been derived from 
405 user companies who responded to the mailed survey, 
supplemented by personal interviews, analysis of contemporary 

. literature, convention attendance and specific knOwledge 
of the mobile radio industry. 

Aggregate figures concerning the firms .  who participated in 
the mail survey are given in Table 2.7. 

Responses to the survey were in sufficient quantity to 
enable inferences with high levels of confidence both with 
respect to industrial classifications of users and with 
respect  to regional characteristicsj except for the Maritimes. 
In the latter case only Nova Scotia generated a large enough 
sample to be reasonably reliable. Data has been presented 
for New Brunswick, Prince Edward Island and Newfoundland 
users, but because of the small sample, these must be 
considered as not being representative of a broad cross 
section. 



2.2 Present StatuS and Historical Development 

2.2.1 Category of Service 

2.2.1.1 Total Picture 

On a national basis, lumping all businesS and commercial 
üsers together, almost half (see Table 2.1) of the existing 
systems began as private systems. Approximately one-quarter . 
began as MTS, and the remainder began as GRS, RCCMRS or 
ship-to-shore. Only 1% began as one-way paging systems and ' 
Were subsequently licensed as two-way services. 

Table 2.1 Distribution of Service Categories by Provinces 

(Original) *. 
Category 
of Service BC ALTA SASK MAN ONT QUE NB PEI NS NFLD TOTAL 

	

96 	% 	% 	% 	% 	% 	% 	% 	% 	% 	%' 

Paging 	1 	1 	- 	- 	2 	1 	- 	- 	- 	- 	1 

MTS 	22 	19 	27 	5 	29 	15 	17 67 	19 	- 	23 

S/S 	. 	9 	- 	10 	2 	1 	1 	 6 

RCCMRS 	6 	17 	3 	25 . 5 	5 	50 33 	4 	- 	10 

GRS 	. - 	5 	6 	10 	4 » 10 	26 	- 	- 	17 	- 	12 

Private 	56 	57 	50 	65 	53 	52 	25 	- 	60 100 . 	48 

Although mobile radio has been in use since the late '40's, 
more than.half the systems came into service in the 
1971 - 75 period. Table 2 .2 highlights this accelerated pace. 

Table 2.2 Year  of Original Licence 

Year 	BC ALTA . SASK MAN ONT QUE NB PEI NS NFLD TOTAL 
% 	 96 	96 	 % 	% 	96 	 . 	% 

'50 and - 	.- 	3 	- 	1 	- 	- 	- 	- 25 	3 
before 
'51 - '55 	8 	1 	- 	4 	5 	- 	- 	- 	- 	- 	2 

'56 - '60 	10 	4 	1 	4 	12 	3 	- 	- 	- 25 	6 

'61 - '65 	7 	5 	27 	6 	19 	5 	- 	- 	18 	- 	9 

'66 - '70 	21 	26 	18 	18 	36 	43 	40 	- 	23 25 	25 

'71 - '75 	54 	65 	51 	68 	26 	48 	60 100 	59 25 	55 

The distribution of service categories as of early 1976 is 
shown in Table 2.3, Compared with the originally licensed 
categories of Table 2.1, this shows an increase of 9% in 
private systems, 5% .increase  in MTS with a 5% drop in GRS 
and no change in RCCMRS, indicating that business radio users 
are not turning to regulated common carriers to meet their 
private dispatch radio needs. 

* each industrial category is given equal weighting 



The survey revealed that several business and commercial 
licensees had discontinued the services. The main reasons 
given were: 

- noisy, skip interference, inSufficient range, un-
reliable, and too much traffic (much of which is 
.unnecessary). However there are some businesses and 
locations -where interference may not be serioils 
as in construction.work in valleys, and there are 
also those emergency situations where any communication 
at all is valuable, 

RCCMRS - Crowded and expensive 

GRS 

MTS . - Too expensive, crowded, poor quality of service 
and lack of access in case of emergency. These 
Criticisms follow along lines already reported 
in other sources. (1) 

Private - Crowded and expensive 

Twenty-eight percent of the respondents had made Some change 
from the original system. Eight percent had changed to some 
other service category, and 4% had added a second or third _ 
service while keeping the original., 

- 
AlMost 2/3 of the changes were in systems originally licensed 
as GRS. The major trend was from GRS to Private . systems. 
Eight percent of the respondents had changed their private 
systems from the time it was originally licensed, and 6 96-  
of respondents had had some unspecified Changes in their 
MTS service. 

Among those who changed (see Table 2.4) 'Congestion' and 
'Coverage Area Was Too Small' were given as the major  reasons. 
'Too much delay in reaching the other party' ranked third 
as a major reason for changing. 

Table 2.3 Distribution of Service Categories* 
by Provinces 
(Present) 

Category of 
Service 	BC ALTA SASK MAN OUT QUE NB PEI NS NFLD TOTAL 

% 	96 	% 	% 	% 	% 	% 	% 	% 	% 	% 

Paging 	3 	2 	4 	6 	8 .18 	- 	17 	4 	- 	10 

MTS 	18 	24 	28 	16 	11 	14 22 	50 	8 	5 	17. 

S/S, 	3 	1 	- 	- 	- 	2 11 	- 	- ' _ 
	3 

RCCMRS 	11 	10 	11 	10 	7 	1 44 	33 10 	- 	10 

.GRS 	 5 	5 	6 	- 	9 	8 	- 	- , 3 	32 	7 

Private 	59 	58 	50 	68 	65 	57 22 	- 76 	63 	57 
.....------.? 

f 
/- 

* % of systems in each category, not % of users, since 
all GRS and paging users. in the sample are also private, ' 

' RCCMRS or MTS licensees. 
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29 

6 
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Table .2.4 Reasons for Changing To , Other Service 

(A) Congestion - of those that change Major reason 	42% 
Minor reason 	'14% 
Not Applicable 44% 

(B) Delay - in attracting operator's 	Major reason 	31% 
attention 	Minor reason 	21% 

N/A 	48% 

(C) No Indication of Missed Calls 	Major 	16%  
25% 

N/A 	.58% 

(D) Cost 	 'Major 	13% 
. 	Minor 	18% 

N/A 	69%  

(E) Interconnection Required 	. 	. 	Major 	11% 
• Minor 	8% 
N/A 	81% 

(F) Two-way Communication Needed 	Major 	6% 
Minor 	5% • • 
N/A 	88% 

(G) Coverage Area Too Small 	Major 	36% 
Minor 	15% 

• N/A 	49% 

2.2.1.1.1 Growth Rate 

The use of mobile radio has expanded greatly in the past 5 
years with the number of new mobile licensees (not necessarily 
the number of mobile radios) coming into existence at an 
overall annual compound growth rate of 21%. Table 2.5 
below shows the rate of growth by service category in the 
various periods. 

Table 2.5 Annual Rate of Growth in Mobile Licensees 

Period Paging 	MTS 	RCCMRS 	• Private 
96 

Pre '60 	- 

'60 	'70 

Pre''71 	14 	• 	inconsistent 

Post '71 	34 	37 	• 5 

It should be noted that the paging systems in Table 2.5 are 
only those which are operated in addition  to some other form 
of licensed mobile service, and do not represent the more 
prévalent radio paging user who has no other form of licensed 
mobile radio. 
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2.2.1.2 Regional Characteristics 

Reference to Tables 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 will reveal the 
variations, on a provincial basis, of the distribution of 
original and present service categories and rates of implement-
ation. 

By 1976 .(see Table 2.6) the individual distributions within 
six provinces were approximately the same as the national 
picture. In Saskatchewan however, slightly more licensees 
were using MTS than private systems. This differs from the 
national scene where private system users outnumber MTS users 
two to one. 

Nova Scotia is similar to the central and western provinces. 
Although New Brunswick, Prince Edward Island and Newfoundland 
reported a higher than normal percentageof RCCMRS and a lower 
than normal share of privatesystems, the sample is too small , 

 to be reliable. 

The use of supplementary GRS was prevalent among 4 to 6% 
of the respondents in 5 provinces, and 10% of them in Ontario 
but among virtually none in Manitoba, New Brunswick, Newfoundland 
and Prince Edward Island. 

Table 2.2 indicates that British Columbia, the Prairie 
Provinces, Ontario, Quebec and Newfoundland were the first 
to adopt mobile radio. However in the last decade, 1965-1975, 
growth has been at approximately the same rate in all provinces 
except for a significant slowdown in Ontario. This may - 
indicate some degree of market maturity being reached in Ontario. 

2,2.1.3 Industry Differences 

Question 12A, AppendiX 3, shows graphically the distribution 
of originally licensed service categories by user industry 
classification, and questions 1 and 3 show the corresponding 
distributions for early 1976. 

Question 12A indicates that, on a national basis in 1976, 
private systems were most prevalent in agriculture, communications, 
construction, fishing/trapping, forestry, transportation 
and utilities. MTS was assuming some importance, especially 
in Saskatchewan in construction. Fishing is a heavy user 
of GRS. 
Finance, Insurance and Real Estate used mobile radio mainly 
in Ontario, predomihantly MTS; with about 20% priYate and 
5% RCCMRS. 
Manufacturing and Personal Services were about equally divided 
between MTS and Private systems. 
Trade and mines and oils are- mainly spilt between MTS and private. 



Number of Firms Surveyed 

Total Employees 	6,033 

Table 2.6 Percentage of Services in Each Province 

8. 

Category 
of Service 

MTS 

GRS 

RCCMRS 

Private 

BC ALTA SASK MAN ONT QUE NB PEI NS NFLD 

	

96 	% 	96 	% 	96 	96 	% 	% 	% 	96 

	

21 	27 	- 48 	23 24 	28 	17 	66 	23 	25 

	

4 	4 	6 	- 10 	6 	- 	- 	6 	- 

	

12 	8 	3 	4 	8 	2 	50 	33 	9 	25 

	

63 	61 	43 	72 58 	64 	33 	- 	62 	50 

From this (and other tables) it is not to be construed that, 
for example, P.E.I. (66% using MTS) has more users of the 
mobile telephone service than Ontario (with 24% of its users 
deploying MTS). This point is emphasized by the fact that 
Toronto and Montreal alone account, at present, for more than 
40% of the total Canadian usage of land-mobiles. 

Table 2.7 Aggregate of Business and Commercial 
Firms Surveyed 

1965 

Number of Firms with Radio 	81 

Total Motor Vehiclès 	3,421 

Motor Vehicles with Radios 	1,861 
500*  

2,361 

Total Boats 	 55 

Boats With Radio 	30 

Total Aircraft 	18 

Aircraft with Radio 	18 

Personal/portable 2 way radios 	16 
500*  
516 

One-way paging receivers 	15 

1970 	1976 
405 

	

8,727 	27,355 
over 5,000*  

over 32,355 

	

160 	405 

	

5,701 	9,551 

	

2,496 	5,826 
800* 	5,000*  

	

3,296 	10,826 

	

44 	120 

	

44 	227 

	

34 	39 	** 

	

34 	17 

	

96 	461 
1,000* 	1,000*  

	

1,096 	1,461 

	

94 	291 

Reported by one major transportation company 

** following trends in the U.S.A., (2) considerable growth 
in air-ground public radio telephone use in the business 
aviation community can be expected in the next 10 years. 
For air-ground communications a third dimension of space 
is introduced, which changes spectrum utilization 
Procedures somewhat. 
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2.3 Uses of System 

2.3.1 Total Picture 

The major overall use, by far, for Mobile rad±o is most suit- 
ably categorized as interworker communications (IWC) or information 
transfer such as reporting position location, emergency alert, . 
worker-client or wàrker-worker communications. 
Less than one-quarter of the respondents described the 
purpose of their systems in terms that could be considered' 
to be dispatch or command and.control. 

Tables for question 4'in Appendix 3 show the reported dis- - 
tribution of purposeà. 
Other purposes listed for 1% of the systems included antenna 
testing and adjustment, combined business and pleasure, remote 
broadcast pickup, and geophysical data transmission to and 
from sensing equipment. 

2.3.2 Regional Characteristics 

Generally the purpose reported in individual provinces are 
not significantly different from the national picture. 

2.3.3 Industry Characteristics 

Interworker communications dominates in Agriculture, Communic-
ations (except in B.C. where the split is about 50% inter-
worker communications and 50% dispatch), Construction, 
Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate, Forestry; Manufacturing. . 
Mines and Oils uses radio for everything from the location . 
of deposits e.g. prospecting, drilling, communication with 
vehicles travelling along pipeline / to transportation of the 
finished product and uses radio mainly for interworker communic-
ation  (except for Quebec and Nova Scotia where dispatch is by far 
the major piirPose), IWC is also the main role in Personal 
Services, Trade, and Utilities where mobile radio is used 
for emergency dispatching of service trucks, and routine 
messages for maintenance of substations, transmission lines, 
construction of dams etc. 

Transportation dispatch messages are relatively short, frequent - 
calls to and from mobiles which concern activities specifically . 
related to work assignments of the operators of mobile 
units. Communications is between mobiles and a single fixed 
dispatch point, usually between a single mobile  and  his • 
dispatcher. Occasionally a dispatcher may have to contact 
two or more mobile units and less frequently, his entire 
fleet. Rarely will any two mobile units of the same fleet 
need to communicate with each other. 
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Unlike the large fleet operator who may use a single private 
channel for radio dispatching purposes, the small fleet 
Operator with limited funds and the ability to utilize 
only a part of the full load capacity of a radio channel 
•ay in some cases use . RCCMRS instead of expensive high 
quality private systems. Due to familiarity with voices, types 
of messages and a constrained vocabulary - these users of 

• - mobile radio for dispatch are much  bette  r equipped to use 
and accept  service of degraded quality (e.g.. access . time) 
than other industries. 
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2.4 Size of Systems 

2.4.1 Total Picture 

Business and Commercial mobile radio systems range in size 
from one single base and mobile to several thousand mobiles. 
The largest reported in this survey has 5,000 mobile units 
and 1,000 portables. The average business and commercial 
operations excluding the above referenced system from the 
calculation, has 66 employees, 23 motor vehicles and 14 
mobile radios, and at least one portable 2-way unit. 

2.4.2 Regional Characteristics 

On a regional basis there is no apparent trend toward a 
small or a large size'in any province. 

2.4.3 Industry Characteristics 

The average number of mobile units per system varies sharply 
from industry to industry. 

In descending order they rank: 

Forestry - 19 mobiles 

Transportation - 15 mobiles 

Mines & Oils - 15 :,obiles 

Fishing/Trapping - 8 mobiles 

Personal Services - 7 mobiles 

Manufacturing - 5 mobiles 

Construction - 5 mobiles 

Communications - 4 mobiles 

Agriculture - 4 mobiles 

Trade - 3 mobiles 

Utilities - 2 mobiles 

Finance, Insurance and Real Estate - 1 mobile 

The use of personal portables is on the increase. This is 
noticed particularly for construction (ease in communication 
both  on a building site and from vehicles), forestry (use on 
both rough terrain and roads with a system of fixed and/or 
mobile repeaters), mines and oils, and transportation. 
Present use of often more than 7 portables per system contrasts 
strongly with the almost complete lack of use prior to 1965. 

Paging receivers are in fairly common use in personal services. 
Limited use is noted in mines and oils, transportation, 
construction and forestry services (in Ontario and Quebec). 
These industries will in general utilize less than 4 paging 
receivers per system (for administrative use). 
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2.5 Technical Features 

2.5.1 Frequency Bands In Use 

2.5.1.1 Total Picture 

The 'Frequency .  Used' table for question 6 (Appendix 3) shows 
the distribution of frequencies by provinces and industry. 
Approximately one-quarter of the respondents did not know 
what band they were operating in. Eight percent of the 
remainder reported that they use H.F., 24% use VHF low 
band, 62% use VHF high band and 5% use UHF. 

2.5.1.2 Regional Characteristics 

As with most of the questions, results from New Brunswick, 
Newfoundland and Prince Edward Island were inconclusive. 

In Ontario, use of H.F. appears to be virtually nil, as is 
UHF in British Columbia, Manitoba and Nova Scotia. VHF high 
band dominates in all provinces and VHF low band is used in 
all provinces with a rather sporadic distribution by industries. 

2.5.1.3 Industry Characteristics 

Fishing is the only industry which reported a Predominance 
of H.F. with the remainder in VHF low band. It is expected 
that maritime VHF communications will beéome a much more 
utilized band fOr commercial vessels due to the heavy traffic 
on low frequency marine channels. 

Only Transportation, Forestry and Construction in Ontario, 
Manufacturing in Quebec, and Construction in Manitoba and 
Alberta have noticeable use of UHF. Even so these are minor 
compared to VHF in most cases.- 
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2.5.2 Minutes of Air Time 

2.5.2.1 Total Picture 

The average number of minutes of 'air time' per hour used 
through the day, Monday to Friday, Saturday, Sundays, and 
statutory holidays is shown in Table 2.8 in the 'total' rows. 
As expected, air time is greater on Monday to Friday than at 
other times with usage fairly constant during the working day 
(7 am to 6 pm) at about 16 minutes in the hour. This rate 
is somewhat less than that for municipal, provincial and 
federal governments (about 22 minutes per hour). Traffic 
decreases on Saturdays and even more so on Sundays and 
statutory holidays, as expected from the commercial nature 
of the users' activities. During the working week the 
decline during traffic usage at 'night' (6 pm to 7 am) is 
not so marked as for other categories of user (see Sections 
3.5.2.1 and 4.5.2.1) due to the requirement of several 
industrial categories (e.g. Transportation) to continue 
(or even increase) operations at night. 

2.5.2.2 Regional Characteristics 

Usage patterns are detailed in Table 2.8 by province. They 
seem to be very similar across the country, however with 
most usage in Ontario and Quebec, as was observed for 
municipal governments in these two provinces ( Section 4.5.2.2). 

2.5.2.3 Industry Characteristics 

As noted from question 8, Appendix 3 (business and commercial 
the industries with the greatest air traffic are Forestry, 
Manufacturing and Transportation. Forestry use of mobile 
radio tends to be limited to daylight whereas Transportation 
and to a lesser extent Manufacturing appear to be 'around-
the-clock' operations. Lowest usage is in Agriculture, 

•Fishing and Trapping (between 5 to 10 minutes in the hour, 
Monday to Friday). 
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1 

Table 2.8 Average Number of Minutes Air Time Per Hour By Region 

Province Periods through the day 

0-7 -  '7-10 -  10-12 -  12-15--  157.18 -  18-24 -  

BC 	5H14 	12 	• 13 	14 	7 

ALTA 	15 	16 	15 	16 	17 	11 

SASK 	7 ' 	15 	16 	16 	. 	16 	14 

MAN 	10 	15 	- 17 • 	17 	16 . 	11 

ONT 	7 	. 19 	17 	15 	18 	12 	Mon. 

QUE 	7 	20 	21 	20 	21 	14 	to 

NB . 	- 	25 	18 	12 	19 	5 	Fri. 

PEI 	- 	10 	2 	- 	5 	2 

NS 	6 	19 	19 	19 - 	18 	12 

NFLD . 	- 	22 	27 	15 	20 • 	7 

TOT 	10 	16 	16 	.15 	16 	.9 

BC 	9 	6 	6 	7 	. 	6 	- 	3 

ALTA 	14 	18 	18 	13 	14 - 	16 

SASK 	12. 	11 	8 	13 	9 	11 

MAN 	15 	14 	« 	10 - 	12 	10 	10 

ONT 	6 	14 	14 	12 	13 	- 11 	Saturday 

QUE 	8 	12 	16 - 	16 	13 	9 

NB 	' 	- 	19 . 	17 	8 	15 	. - 

PEI 	- 	- 	- 	- 	- 

NS 	7 	• 18 	14 	14 	15 	2 	, 

NFLD 	- 	- 	- 	10 	- 	- 

TOm 	10 	14 	13 	7 	12 	7 

BC 	12 	6 	4 	4 	7 	4 

ALTA . 	7 	11 	12 	10 	. 13 	13 

SASK 	11 	11 	12 	12 	12 	12 

MAN 	. 12 	8 	7 	5 	5 	• 	5 

ONT 	5 	8 	13 	8 	8 	8 

QUE 	9 	13 	20 	17 	. 17 	9 	Sunday 

NB 	. - 	- 	- 	- 	- 	- 

PEI 	- 	- 	- 	_ . 	_ 

NS 	10 	9 	17 	12 . 	15 	10 

NFLD 	 10 
TOT 	8 	8 	11 	8 	9 	8 
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Table 2.8 Cont'd 

Province  Period through the day 

• 0-7 -  7-10-  10-12 -  12-15 -  15-18 -  18-24 -  

BC 	10 	13 	4 	4 	5 	4 
ALTA • 	13 	16 	16 	. 	16 	21 	15 
SASK 	10 	12 	13 	10 	11 	9 . 
MAN 	8 	7 	7 . 	- 5 	5 	5 

ONT 	5 	7 . 	13 	7 	8 	- 	8 	Statutory 
QUE 	7 	6 	7 	7 	7 	• 6 	Holidays 
NB 	- 	- 	_ 	- 	- 	- 
PEI 	_ 	- 	- 	- 	- 	- 
NS 	8 	16 	15 	.11 	11 	8 
NFLD 	 - 	10 	_ 	- 
TOT 	9 	12 	12 	11 	11 	10 



Operations 

Administration 

14 

6 

7 

17 

56 

63 

11 

7 

9 

10 

2.5.3 Percentage Operations and Administration 

2.5.3.1 Total Picture 

The data tabulated for question 7 (see Tables in Appendix 3) 
show the distribution (by provinces and industries) ofthe 
estimated air time used for opera,tions and administration 
respectively. .0n an overall national basis,less than. 20% 
of the systems are used predominantly for administration, 
leaving 80% for operations. Table 2.9 - shows the overall 
distribution. • 

Table 2.9 Distribution of Air Time Devoted To 

Operations & Administration 

Percentage Time 
Devoted to Service • 	Percentage Of Systems 

16. 

0 - 20 

21 40 

41 - 60 

61 - 80 

81 - 100 

0 - 20 

21 - 40 

41 - 60 

61 - 80 

81 - 100 

2.5.3.2 Regional Characteristics 

The use patterns reported by provinces are fairly consistent 
with the overall national average and do« not warrant further 
comment. 

2.5.3.3 Industry Characteristics 

Fishing/trapping is the only.industry, 	showing a greater use 
of air time for - administrativd - purposes than for operations. 
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2.5.4 Range 

2.5.4.1 Total Picture 

Table 2.10 shows the presently achieved and future required 
range of reliable mobile radio coverage among business and 
commercial users on a national basis. It is interesting to 
note that almost one-quarter of existing systems are capable 
of over 40 mile range. 

Table 2.10 Coverage Range of Business and Commercial. 

Mobile Radio System 

• Range in Miles 	under 	 over 
10 	11-15 16-2021-25 26-30 31-.35 36-40 40 

Achieved in - '76 	17 % 	7 % 	17 % 	11 -% 	12 % 	4 % 	8 !:'5 24% 

Req'd by end of '80 	8 i 	4 % 	7 % 	5 % 13 % . 1 % 	7 % 54 % 

Req'd by end of '85 	8 % 	4 . % 	6 % 	5 % . 9 % . 4 % 	7 % .55 % 

Furthermore, approximately another one-quarter of present 
users expect that their present coverage will be inadequate 
by 1980 and the net effect of the changing requirements will 
result in over half of the existing'systems requiring over 
40 mile range. Based on current user predictions, they expect 
their needs to generally stàbilie so that required coverage 
by 1985 is essentially  •the same as for 1980. 15% indicate 
a need for omni - directional covérage while the remaining 
85% indicate that the extended coverage will be required in 
particular directions including: 

(a) Along highways (transport and auto recovery services) 

(b) In directions of mountains 

(c) Towards the north 

(d) Inter-city MTS in rural areas 

(e) From shore to rigs in water 

Another expressed need was for base to base communication 
between several bases located within a 100 mile radius along 
with 25 mile base-to-mobile range. 

2.5.4.2 Regional Characterictics 

Within a given province, excluding the three Maritimes where 
the returns were inadequate, the present ranges of coverage 
appear to be distributed in a relatively random manner, with 
no distinct pattern emerging in any one province. 



2.5.4.3 Industry Characteristics 

Within the 12 industry classifications the existing ranges 
in Transportation tend to cluster toward the shorter  distances  
(see Tables for question 9 in Appendix 3). Forecast needs of 
transportation for 1980 and 1985, however are distributed more 
or less uniformly .in the different range intervals with a 
slightly higher percent in the 'over 40 miles' class. 

Forestry, on the other hand shows a distinct leaning (about 
60% of systems) to 'over 40 miles' in both the present achiev-
able and future required coverage. 

All other industries tend to show only randomly distributed 
ranges from 'under 10' to 'over 40 miles' in both the existing 
and future categories, or else the sample . size was too smàll 
to reveal a distinguishable trend. 

2.5.5 Adequacy of System 

2.5.5.1 Total Picture 

On a national scale, although many users indicate a fairly 
high degree of satisfaction with existing systems, there is 
a very significant group of users who consider that their 
requirements are not being fully met. On an overall 
basis 12% complained of insufficient range and over half of 
these volunteered an explanation. Over one-half of the com-
plaints concerned private systems, over one-quarter were 
about MTS and the remainder concerned RCCMRS except for 
one lone GRS user. Detailed comments are tabulated for 
question 11A in Appendix 3 

Most users, on a national basis, do not have any difficulty 
in getting the operator's attention when called. However 
as wlth range, a significàntly sized'group representing about 
22% of users does  •have difficulty. In those cases where an 

explanation was volunteered, half of tne complaints concerned 
MTS, generally because of busy channels, although slowness 
on the operator's part was cited  •in several cases. 
Approximately one-quarter concerned private systems and the 
remainder, except for one GRS, concerned RCCMRS. Detailed 
comments are tabulated for question 11B in Appendix 3. 

Similarly, although many users are satisfied with the degree 
of privacy afforded by conventional mobile radios, about 
28% consider that the service falls short, in terms of privacy, 
of meeting their requirements. No explanations were offered. 
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Almost 90% of users do not employ mobile radio for non-voice 
purposes.. Of the LO% who do, 88% find that their requirements 
are being met .and only 2% (2 respondents) say they are not. 
No explanatory comments were offered. 

Nine other comments were offered and these are tabulated under 
question 11E in Appendix 3. Five of them relate to crowded 
conditions on MTS channels, one concerns missed calls on MTS 
and three relate to private systems, including the comment 
that private, equipment is too expensive. 

2.5.5.2 Regional Characteristics 

There do not appear to be any areas of dissatisfaction that 
can be identified as predominant in any region or regions, 
except that more problems seem to exist with range in the 
construction and agricultural industries in Saskatchewan and 
agriculture in Manitoba. . 

2.5.5.3 Industry Characteristics 

.Generally speaking, the proportion of dissatisfied users is 
about the same in most'industries except for fishing/trapping 
which has about 50% dissatisfied with range and about 70% 
dissatisfied with lack.of privacy and inability to get the 
operators' attention. Manufacturing indicates about 50% 
dissatisfaction with lack of privacy. 

For the forestry industry/  mountainous terrain is a limiting 

factor in the direct coverage obtained from low power VHF 
equipment. The areas served by these networks are large, 

resulting in relatively long transmission paths. Radio 

communication, mainly for fire prevention, between field 

units is often as important as communication with the district 

office and presents extra difficulties. Higher maintenance 

standards are required in this industry. Trees cause 
significant scattering of VHF radio waves and the trunks 

seem to be the significant scatterers. (3) Deep nulls in 

the received signal occur as a vehicle moves along a forest 

trail. Significant range degradation occurs when VHF radio 

sets are used in forests relative to the ranges achieved 

in open areas. 
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. 2.5.6 Facilities Provided 

2.5.6.1 Total Picture 

On a national basis, 'voice only' capability is provided in 
93% of the systems reported. Only 4% report having 'voice 
plus data' facilities and the few remaining indicated having 
some other facility such as: - Telemetering of water levels 

- Beep of pagers 
- Transmission of short tone 

to trigger apparatus at regular 
intervals (geophysical operations). 

2.5.7 Paging 

About 10% of licensees have, in addition to their conventional 
two-way land mobile system(s), a one-way pagihg service. 
As was stated in Section 2.2.1.1 this is most frequently 
accomplished through a separate privately owned transmitter, 
a telephone company or an independent paging service,  with 

 very few employing their two-way base station for paging. • 
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2.6 Future Needs 

2.6.1 Technibal Facilities for Incorporation 
2.6.1.1 Total Picture 
Table 2.11 shows, by percent of users, the expressed 
intentions regarding present and future applications of 
various non-voice facilities. 

- Table 2.11 Intentions 'Regarding Present  and Future Facilities 

Question 	18A 18B 18C 18D 18E 18F 18G 18H 181 18J 18K 

	

96 	% 	% 	2; 	% 	% 	% 	% 	% 	2; 	% 

In system 	2 	3 	6 	1 	- « 1 	- 	5.4 	-.1  

Not 	98 	97 ' 94 	99 	100 99 	100 95 	96 	100 99 . 

Info. 	- 	- 	- 	- 	- 	- 	- 	- 	- 	- 	- 

iqo Info. 	100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 

Def. Not 	49 	48 	5945 	44 	45 	46 	30 	34 	39 	38 . 	. 

Unlikely 	41 	35 	27 	39 	43 	39 	37 	27 	41 	32 	32 

Undecided 	7 	8 	8 	5 	4 	5 	9 	10 	8 	8 	10 

Likely 	2 	7 	5 	5 	8 	5 	6 	24 	12 	11 	14 

Definitely 	2 	2 - 1 	6 	1 	6 	2 	84 	9 	5 

5 Years* 	50 	83 	81 	70 	68 	70 	55 	76 	74 	74 	65 

Later 	50 	17 	19 	30 	32 	30 	45 	24 	26 	26 	35 

Except for computer-assisted dispatch (CAD,(E)), computer 
input from vehicle (CIV,(F)), computer retrieval from vehicle 
(CRV,(G)), and slow scan television (D) which have even less 
usage, a small group of users, from 1.to 6% are already 
using the facilities listed. . Some 4% to 11% appear to be 
about to add one or more of these facilities. Half to 
three-quarters of them will do it in the next 5 years i.e • 
by 1981. 

These is a strong indication that individual selective sign-
alling will be added by about 24% in the next 5 years and by 

another 8% after that. About 12% and 4% respectively will 
adopt selected group signalling in the same period. 

About 20% of the users are seriously considering automatic 
vehicle identification and automatic vehicle location with 

almost 10% definitely planning the former. Two thirds to 

three quarters of these expect tà incorporate them within 
the next five years. The written comments indicated that 
lower cost would either result in the use of more or a 
better grade of equipment. 

The table for question 18 is shown by provinces and 
industries in Appendix 3. • 



2.6.1.2 Regional CharaCteristics 

The provinces with the greatest use Of-the - facilities mentioned 
in Appendix 1 are Ontario, Alberta,  Quebec, and British - 
Columbia. Of these Alberta, Quebec, and Ontario have some 
present use of all of the facilities 'available', whereas 
British Columbia appears to concentrate on -facsimile, 
teletype, and individual and group signalling. Details of 
probability of incorporation, time of incorporation etc. are 
given in Appendix 3. - 

2.6.1.3 Industry Characteristics 

The most progressive industries, in terms of their use of 
the facilities mentioned are transportation, mines and oils, 
and personal services. Of these, transportation and personal 
services avail themselves, at least some extent, of most 
of the facilities, whereas mines and oils makes more use of 
facsimile, teletype, and data terminal, e.g. the use by 
truckers of teleprinters for bills of lading. 

Less work has been done on'user applications in other industries. 
Perhaps the feeling is that there is littlé of interest 
in these areas, since the user with a small amount of system 
planning sets up one or more base stations and installs 
mobile units in trucks and cars just as everyone else has 
done for many years. 

Agriculture expects somé implementation of many of the 
innovationr: mentioned, especiàlly individual.selective 
signalling (ISS) and automatic-vehicle location (AVL). 
Communications and construction intend; to use individual 
selective signalling, AVL and automatic vehible identification 
(AVI), plus group signalling for construction. 

Forestry, as well as Finance, Insurance and Real Estate are 
keen on the installation of individual and group signalling 
and AVI. In addition forestry shows an interest in CAD and 
CIV. Both manufacturing and pei. sonal services are intent on 
individual selective signalling, AVI and AVL. As well as 
these facilities (ISS, AVI,.AVL), mines and oils anticipates 
use of CAD and CIV. Trade industries are keen on computer 
retrieval from vehicles (CRV), AVI and AVL whilst transportation 
will install AVI, AVL, individual selective signalling and 
computer assisted dispatch. Utilities industries expressed 
interest in the use of facsimile and teletype equipment. 
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2.6.2 Equipment Costs 

2.6.2.1 Total Picture 

Question 19 attempted to find the cost level of various 
facilities at which the user would consider it-not worth 
having. This question was not well answered, indicating that 
the users do not really have a knowledge of or 'feel' for 
appropriate costs. 

Question 20 however drew a definite response,(as shown in 
Table 2.12) with over one-third of the users indicating that 
lower equipment costs would increase the number of mobiles 
they would use and would affect the introduction of the 
facilities referenced in Section 2.6.1. The table on 
question 20 in Appendix 3 shows the distribution of responses 
by provinces and by industries. 

2.6.2.2 Regional Characteristics 

Some provinces show a greater sensitivity to the cost of 
basic mobiles than they do to the cost of additional facil-
ities. Manitoba users profess to be the least sensitive to 
prices whereas British Columbia and Nova Scotia users show 
the greatest sensitivity. 

2.6.2.3 Industry Characteristics 

Table 2.13 shows the price sensitivity by industry. 
Two-thiirds of the users in Agriculture and half of those in 
Construction indicated that they would use more mobile radios 
if the price were lower. In Finance, Insurance and Real Estate 
as well as Communications, Forestry and Transportation only 
about 23 to 30% of the users indicated sensitivity to the 
price of mobile radios. In the other industries a higher 
proportion, in the 33 to 43% range àhowed price sensitivity. 

As in the national and regional case, fewer users indicated 
that price would affect their use of additional facilities. 
A high proportion of Communications, Agriculture and Forestry 
said that it would, while Finance, Insurance and Real Estate, 
Manufacturing, Trade and Utilities showed little or no 
sensitivity to price while other industries exCept Fishing 
show about the same trends as the overall national average. 
In Fishing only one user who responded to the question on 
the price of additional facilities,indicated . that price 
would affect their use. 



26 74 32 68 

11 
yes no 

12 
yes no 
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Table 2.12 Effect of Lower Prices by Provinces and Nationally 

Affect quantity of mobiles 

Affect introduction of facilities 

B.C. 
yes no 

96 

•4 	56 

34 66 

ALTA. 
yes no 

96 

25 75 

14 86 

SASK. 
yes no 

o 
o 

27 73 

29 71 

MAN. 
yes no 

96 

14 86 

15 85 

ONT. 
yes no 

o 
o 

26 74 

- 8 	92 

QUE. 
yes no 

23 77 

6 94 

N.S. 	TOTAL 
yes no yes no 

37 63 I 36 64 

Table 2.13 Effect of Lower Prices by Industries (% of users) 

*Industry No. 	1 
yes no 

Affect Mobiles 	67 33 

Affect Facilities 50 .50 

2 
yes no 

37 63 

63 37 

3 
yes no 

53 47 

43 57 

4 - 
yes no 

30 70 

10 90 

5 
yes no 

33 67 

100 0 

6 	7 
yes no yes no 

30 70 40 60 

60 40 0 100 	I 	 

8no yes 9 	l  no yes 0  yes 	no 

37 63 40 60 43 57123 77k 0 100 

27 73 37 63 0 100130 7 0t7-777 

* Industries are identified as follows: 

1. Agriculture . 

2. Communications 

3. Construction 

4. Finance, Insurance and Real Estate 

5. Fishing and Trapping 

6., Forestry 

7. Manufacturing 

8. Mines and Oils 

9. Personal Services 

10. Trade 

11. Transportation 

12. Utilities 	' 
t 



2.6:3 Other Forms of Mobile Radio 

2.6.3.1 Total Picture 

Two-thirds of users do not plan to add other forms of mobile 
*radio. However, 21% indicated that thév do have such plans 
for imPlementatiorr within the next 5 years while another 7% 
expect to do so later.. The distribution of these plans by 
provinces and industries is.shown for question 21 in Appendix 
3. 	. 

The written comments indicate a variety of intentions such as: 

- Add radio paging to private system 
— 

- Add GRS in addition to private system 

- Add MTS in addition to private system 

- Replace MTS with private system 

- Add slow' scan television 

Add automatic vehicle location 

- Add a direct dial with private channel (from a current MTS 

user). 

2.6.3.2 Regional Characteristics 

On a provincial basis, Nova Scotia, Saskatchewan and Manitoba 
have the greatest proportion of users who seem likely to  ad 

 other forms of mobile service. Ontario shows the least likeli-
hood. Although the other three Maritime Provinces showed no 
such intentions, returns 	from them were too low to justify 
drawing a general conclusion. 

Table 2.14 Probably Add Another Form of Mobile Radio 
(by provinces)• 

Prov. 	BC ALTA SASK MAN ONT QUE NB PEI NS NFLD TOTAL 

	

. 	% 	% 	% 	% 	% 	% 	% 	% 	% 	% 	% 

In next yes 16 	23 	23 	13 	7 	17 	0 	0 26 

	

I
0 	21 

5 years no 	84 	77 	77 	87 93 	83 	100 100  74 	100 	79 

Later 	yes 	4 	0 	6 	4 	8 	0 	0 	- 	8 	0 	7 

	

no 	96 100 	94 	96 92 100 	100 	- 92 	100 	93• 



Province 

yes 

26. 

2.6.3.3 Industry Characteristics 

Agriculture, Finance, Insurance and Real Estate and 
Communications show the greatest probability of adding 
other forms of mobile service in the next 5 years, while 
Manufacturing, Personal Services and Transportation seem 
more likely to make such additiohs later than the next 5 
years. 

2.6.4 D.O.C. Policy 

2.6.4.1 Total Picture 

On an overall basis, 15% of users have expressed a need for 
D.O.C. policy change. This has been reinforced through 
personal interviews, especially from associations or user 
'organizations operating in two or more administrative regions 
of the. D.O.C. 

Areas of Complaint'included: . 

- Ihconsistency in the  application of requirements - from 
region to region affecting antenna gain and directivity 
On point..-tà-point circuits. 

- Inability to get a list of users on adjacent channels in 
a given area in order to enable system frequency planning 
and interference prediction. 

2.6.4.2 Regional Characteristics 

The distribution, by provinces, of desires for policy change 
is shàwn in Table 2.15. 

Table 2.15 Need For D.O.C. Policy Change 

BC ALTA SASK MAN ONT QUE NB PEI NS NFLD TOTAL 
o 	 % 	% 	% 	% 	% 	% 	% 	9. 

22 	14 	16 	11 	4 	6 	0 	0 	7 	0 	15 

no 	78 	86 	84 	89 96 	94 100 100 93 100 85 

The greatest desire for change comes from the Pacific Region, 
(British Columbia), followed by users from Central Region 
(the prairie provinces) with a relatively low level from 
Ontario, Quebec and the Maritimes. 
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2.6.4.3 Industry Characteristics 	• 

All respondents in Finance, Insurance and Real Estate and 
Utilities and all except one respondent in Forestry and one 
in Fishing/Trapping'saw no need for D.O.C. policy Change. 
Between 10% and 30% of other industries expressed a desire 
for policy change. 

2.6.5 Emergency Channel 

2.6.5.1 Total Picture 

On an overall basis  • 85% of user  s would favour the mandatory 
establishment of a land mobile emergency channel which would 
be continuously monitored, provided that it is technically 
feasible. The distribution of responses to question 23 is 
shown in tabular form in Appendix 3. 

2.6.5.2 .Regional Characteristics 
• 

Within the provinces, -  as shown in Table 2.16, support for an 
emergency channel is high.except in Newfoundland. Except 
for Nova Scotia the few returns received.from the maritime 
province do not constitute a goOd enough sample to support 
a conclusion on the basis of their responses alone. However 
the consistency of support from the other provinces suggests 
that the maritime userS would be equally .enthusiastic. 

Table 2.16 Establishment of an Emergency Channel 

Province 	BC ALTA SASK MAN ONT QUE NB PEI NS NFLD TOTAL 
% 	% 	% 	% 	Q. 	% 	% 	Q. 	% 	% 	% 

Favour Emergency 
Channel 	87 87 	87 82 65 76 83 100 71 40 	85 

Do Not Favour 
Emergency Channel 13 13 	13 18 35 24 17 - 29 60 	15 

2.6.5.3 Industry Characteristics 

Support for establishment of an emergency channel is generally 
strong in all industrial sectors and is unanimous in the 
case of Utilities and Fishing/Trapping. 

2.6.6 Telephone Interconnection 

2.6.6.1 Total Picture 

The responses to question 24 on telephone interconnection 
are presented in tabular form by provinces and industries 
in Appendix 3. Table 2.17 below summarizes them by provinces. 
A full two-thirds of licensees now cefirm that access to the 
public telephone network would be of value. This represents 
a significant shift from what was thought to be the level 
of demand for interconnection of mobile radio, 3 or 4 years 
ago. 
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Table 2.17 Desire for Telephone Interconnection by Provinces 

Province 	BC 'ALTA SASK MAN ONT QUE NB PEI NS NFLD TOTAL 
% 	% 	96 	 % 	% 	% 	96 	96 	96 

Interconnection 
Not Desired 	28 	'53 	40 	44 	48 	35 25 	0 	28 	33 	34 

Interconnection 
Desired 	72 	47 	60 	56 	52 	65 75 100 	72 	67 	66 

For all mobiles* 	42 	53 	24 	33 	40 	23 	0 100 	34 	50 	41 

Selected mobiles* 	45 	39 	52 	42 	50 	54 100 	0 	44 	0 	59 

All portables* . 	10 	0 	0 	8 	0 	0 	0 	0 	11 	50 	16 

Selected portables* 	3 	8 	24 	17 	10 	23 	0 	0 	11 	0 	84 

In local calling area* 	88 	70 	64 	73 	64 	72 100 100 	55 100 	70 

In other calling Areas* 50 	39 	17 	36 	33 	35 	0 100 	45 100 	34 

* % of those who want interconnection. 

C 0 
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The trend is consistent however with comments made publicly 
by F C C personnel earlier this year. Although the U.S. does 
not have any statistics, some mobile radio people have suggested 
that as much as'85% of U.S. mobile systems may already be 
interconnected. 

2.6.6.2 Regional Characteristics 

Alberta is the only province that showed a minority desiring 
interconnection. As in the case of other parameters, the 
samples from New Brunswick, Prince Edward Island and 
Newfoundland are too small to support a conclusion by them-
selves, but appear to be consistent with the trend in the 
other provinces. 

Saskatchewan and Quebec users show the least but nevertheless 
significant interest in having telephone network access 
available to -all mobiles. Generally more users want it for 
only selected  mobiles. Only in British Columbia, Manitoba 
and Nova Scotia is there significant demonstrated interest . 
in having all mortables  in a given system Interconnected. 

Most users want interconnection for the local calling area 
with the exception of Saskatchewan where 1/3 to 1/2 of 
them also want network access outsidé the local calling area. 

2.6.6.3 Industry Characteristics 

From the question 24 tables in_Appendix 3, it is apparent 
that Construction and Finance, Insurance and Real Estate 
are almost unanimous in their desire for interconnection. 
Only a few Transportation and Fishing/Trapping users exhibit 
any demand for interconnection. The remaining industries 
exhibit a demand for interconnection in a reasonably consistent 
manner. 

The number of users wanting interconnection of only selected  
mobiles tend to equal or exceed those wanting interconnection 
of all mobiles except in the utilities industry. The 
latter shows the interconnection of all mobiles as its over-
whelming requirement. 

Finance, Insurance and Real Estate and Communications show 
a greater number of users wanting other calling area access. 
The remaining industries, although predominantly wanting 
local network access appear to have a substantial desire 
to access the toll network as well. 

Reticence is seen in some companies since firms do not 
want their vehicle drivers to be able to get into the 
commercial telephone systems on a local or long distance 
basis for personal calls. 
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2:6.7 Satellite Communications 

2.6.7.1 Total Picture 

At this point in time, most users do not envisage any 
benefit in satellite communications to link distant base 
stations. 	However, in every province and virtually every 
industry there is a small segment of about 15 to 25% Of the 
users who say this wourd . be beneficiai. 
It may well be that as satellite communications continues to 
deVelop, major terrestrial mobile systeMs will find 
increasing value in tying in to satellite . éhannels. 
This is because of the large spectrum channel capacity that 
exists through use of communications satellites. Narrow 
beamwidth ground antennas allow close angular spacing of 
satellites using the same frequency allocations without 
communications interference. Coexistence with surface 
communications is possible. 



2.7 Non-Users 

2.7.1 Knowledge  of Mobile Radio 

55% of the respondents in this 'non-user' category have at 
least some knowledge about such aspects of mobile radio as
uses, availability, - methods of operating etc. The extent 
of this knowledge was rated by the non-users as either mid-
way.between considerable and scant, or scant. Very few 
'non-users' as anticipated, professed extensive knowledge 
of the field. .As shown in Table 2.17 the largest number 
of non-users obtained its information from discussion:with 
-users. The next most important sources of information were 
'other' (see below), followed by.'reading', and observing 
current users. Salesmen's visits, television and formal 
education accounted :  for.only 16% Of this knowledge. 

Table 2.17 Sources of Knowledge Regarding Mobile Radio 

Source 	 % Distribution 

Reading 	 19 
Salesman's Visit 	 . 10 
Discussion with Users 	27 
Observing Current Users 	' 18 
Viewing TV 	 3 
Formal Education (e.g. Armed Forces) 	3 
Other 	 21 

'Other' sources of information were: (predominantly) present 
or past personal licensing of the person answering the 
questionnaire e.g. ship-to-shore on yachts, aircraft radio 
telephone licence; former business use of mobile radio; and 
self-education. 
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2.7.2 Applicability of Mobile Radio 

Somewhat suprisingly, 55% of the respondents considered 
that mobile radio will, in future, be applicable to their 
business. Due to D.O.C. licensing methods these business 
'non-users' (see Appendix 2 for sampling methodology) of 
mobile radio may in fact be using paging systems or GRS,.  
In fact, amongst those who consider mobile radio to be 
applicable, 59% (of those that answered question 7) declared 
that they were now using some form of mobile radio. Of 
these, 70% use GRS and the rest paging receivers. 

2.7.3 Technical Features of System 

The distribution of number of mobile radios (in-vehicle & 
portables) is shown in Table 2.18. It is evident that most 
systems are either very small (1 radio) 

Table 2.18 Distribution of Number of Mobile Radios 

Number 	 % Distribution 

1 	 31 

2 	 15 

3 	 15 

more than 3 	 38 

or tending to 'moderate' in size (greater than 3 radios). 
These distributions are reinforced by the general size 
statistics for the non-user industries surveyed. Shown 
below in Tables 2.19 and 2.20 are variations in number of 
employees and number of vehicles for the firms sampled. 

Table 2.19 Distribution of Firms by Number of Employees 

Number 	 % Distribution 

1 - 5 	 40 

5 - 10 	 20 

10 - 15 

Greater than 15 	40 

Table 2.20 Distribution of Non-User Firms by Number of Vehicles 

Number 	 % Distribution 

1 - 5 	 60 

5 - 10 	 *20 

10 - 15 

Greater than 15 	20 
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The 'non-user' firms sampled tend to be either very small 
or moderate in size (greater than 15 employees). Summarising, 
most'non-user'firms have less than 10 employees, deploy 5 or 
less.vehicles and operate one (dr possibly severalY mobile 
radios. filliese companies are in the early stages of developL 
mént (as suggested by the above results) and use paging or 
especially GRSIDecause of the small initial outlay on the 
part of: the company(a -s . compared with private systems) and 
the speed With which they can be installed. This develop-
mental nature is further emphasized.by the low range 
requirements of these companies compared with  business  users 
of private systems (Section 2.5.4.1 -). Ranges in excess of 
20 miles are not as commonplace (reasonable result for GRS 
and paging) for 'non-users', Table 2.20, as for  business  users. 

Table 2.20 Distribution of 'Non-Users' 
(using GRS & paging) by Range of Operation 

Range in Miles 	% Distribution 

0-10 	 8 

11 - 20 	 46 

21 - 30. 	 23 

Greater than 30 	23 

Nearly one-third of the paging systems in use employed their 
own transmitter whilst,for 30% of the paging users, the 
service was rented from a telephone company. The remaining 
40% renteà their service from other sources. 

2.7.4 Adequacy of System 

62% of the 'unlicensed' users sampled considered their systems 
to be adequate. Complaints about paging involved criticism 
of the one-way nature of the service, two-way communication 
being prefered. GRS was accused of congestion and 'lack of 
courtesy' amongst users. 

2.7.5 Change to System 

Of considerable interest is the fact that many users of GRS 
or paging systems strongly comtemplate changes in their system. 
The distribution of likelihood that additions to, or conversions 
from the system will occur is displayed in Table 2.21. These 
intended changes will be made either within the year or the 
next 5 years. These changes consist of moves from GRS to 
private, improvements in GRS service and moves to MTS (see 
Table 2.22 for intended categories of service). 



Table 2.21 Likelihood of Changes 

Likelihood 	% Distribution 

Definitely not 	14 

Unlikely 	 14 

Likely 	 29 

Definitely 	 43 

The number of in-vehicle radios expected is shown in 
Table 2.23. 	. 

Table 2.22 Intended Category of Service 

Category 	% Distribution 

GRS 	 40 

MTS 	 20 

S/S 	 - 

Private 	 40 

Table 2.23 Number of Mobile Radios in Vehicles 

Number 	% Distribution 

1 	 , 	40 

2 

3 	 40 

Greater than 3 	20 

Table 2.23 would tend to suggest that the introduction of 
in-vehicle radio in the net year or 4 years following, will 
be (initially) on a tentative basis. That is, in accord with 
the developmental nature of many of the companies involved, 
only,a small fraction of their fleet will be equipped, further 
expansion (in the new service category chosen) awaiting 
confirmation of the benefits to'be accrued and expansion of 
the company. Personal portables are also to be included 
in small numbers. 
Table 2.24 reinforces this suggestion in that most systems 
will use just one base station. No systems are intended for 
use with more than 3 base stations. 
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Table 2.24 Distribution of Systems By 
Number of Base Stations Intended 

Number 	% Distribution 

1 	 64 

2 	 18 

3 	 18 

Greater than 3 

An increment in range is anticipated in the new system compared 
with GRS and paging as evidenced by the desire for increased 
range of operation (Table 2.25). 

Table 2.25 Intended Range of Operation 

Range in Miles 	% Distribution 

1 - 10 

11 - 20 	 16 

21 - 30 	 33 

Greater than 30 	50 

As might be expected for very small businesses these new 
systems will be us_i for dispatch purposes almost entirely. 
This is due to the more obvious benefits visible from 
efficient  utilization of limited personnel. To this same 
end, no special features (as opposed to two-way voice 
communication) were desired by respondents. 

2.7.6 Reasons for Not Using Mobile Radio 

80% of all respondents have seriously given thought to the 
installation of a mobile radio system. Of these 80%, reasons 
why a radio system is not ye -c included in their company are: 

1. Evaluation of the benefits to be gained is still in 
progress. 

2. Cost is a major factor, particularly for the outlay 
necessary for private systems. These expenses, incurred 
by small companies, are not balanced by efficency gains 
(e.g. for limited seasonal use). 

3. Companies have just started out and have not yet had 
time to carry out installation. 

4. Insufficient knowledge of available systems and services 
is widespread. 
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5. Inadequacies viz 'dead' zones, interference, limited 
range are known from radio users. 

The respondents who considered cost to be a factor against 
the use of mobile radio were (almost unanimously) unable 
to decide upon an installation cost or monthly rental per 
station at which they would be willing to obtain a mobile 
radio system. The very few who suggested a price mentioned 
$100.00 as a reasonable installation cost or $30.00 monthly 
rental. 

The probability of 'non-users' subscribing to a pocket or 
purse sized portable radio ielephone is shown in Table 2.26. 
It noticed that over half the respondents considered radio-
telephone use likely (if the cost were comparable to that of 
a conventional business telephone). 

Table 2.26 Distribution of Respondents by 
Probability of Radio Telephone Use 

Probability 	 % Distribiltion 

Def. not 	 13 

Unlikely 	 30 

Probable 	 30 

Definite 	 26 ,  

2.7.7 General Conunents by Non-Users 

Many 'non-users' considered that great improvements have 
occurred in the mobile radio field in recent years. When 
expansion of a company to a certain size occurs, use of 
radio is anticipated. This is because present costs are 
prohibitive for firms just starting out. 

Respondents felt that mobile radio was very useful and 
worthwhile but have not been able to come into contact with 
anyone who could advise in the purchase of suitable  units. 
They felt that salesmen would naturally promote their own 
products which . might easily not be to the customer's best 
advantage. Along this line, more knowledge (technical and 
legal) was sought after. 

Respondents felt that radios can help prevent traffic accidents, 
report accidents and breakdowns especially when out of reach 
of a telephone. 
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Non-users were aware of the privacy problem ('stealing' of 
business calls) even on 'private' systems which they considered 
too expensive. 

Technical complaints concerned lack of range, considering the 
necessity for future range of 30 miles and more, and the cost 
of the equipment. Respondents were also aware of problems 
of congestion especially at peak periods during the business 
day. One respondent discontinued his system in favour of 
the land-line telephone network. Another was worried about 
misuse of the radio and increased 'laziness' of his drivers 
upon installation. 

2.8 Conclusion 

The business and commercial sector, which comprises the 
largest number of land mobile radio licensees, has experienced 
explosive growth in the 70's. A si(jnificant number of 
users are already operating a second type of service such 
as paging, GRS, ship-to-shore or MTS in addition to their 
normal private two-way system. This trend appears likely 
to increase. 

The recent heightened interest in C.B. in the U.S.A. appears 
to be spilling . over into Canada. Historically many Users 
have found both* GRS and MTS unsatisfactory because of' 
congested traffic and'interference and have turned to 
private systems. .This trend will probablyaccelerate. 

Long distances, in excess of 40 miles radius are being 
achieved now by most systems,  and  more users are fore-
casting the need for greater distances in the next 5 years. 
This may well suggest the need for some other form of regional 
or nationwide service embodying the traditional fast access 
features of private dispatch, but having roaming characteristics 
more like MTS with emphasis on most main roads as well as 
into the more sparsely populated regions. 

It appears that lower equipment costs could trigger an 
increase in the number of mobile radios within existing 
systems as well as stimulate demand for new systems. 

The thirst for greater sophistication in equipment is quite 
evident and during the next five years or decade automatic 
vehicle indentification and location is likely to become 
a great deal more commonplace. Other facilities such as 
in-car teletype, facsimile, slow scan television, computer 
access, will come into increasing use along with voice plus 
data. It seems unlikely however, that voice will cease.to  
be the main medium of communications. There will probably, 
however, be increased demand for privacy or voice security, 
as businesses .have greater need to transmit competitive 
information by mobile radio. 
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It does not appear that lower cost will be a major factor 
in stimulating the adoption of these new facilities. 

The users are generally satisfied with D.O.C. policies but 
a small percentage would like to see some changeS especially 
in the matters of E R P restrictions in remote areas and 
uniformity of policy between regions. 

Demand for interconnection to the telephone network has 
reached major proportions with an apparent need to access 
both local exchanges and the toll network both from mobile 
radios and from a restricted group of portables. 

Awareness of satellite communications possibilities seems 
to be strong with a fairly significant number of users 
sharing the opinion that it would benefit them if their 
geographically separated base stations could be linked 
through satellite service especially in the north or in 
areas where mountain ranges intervene. 

Non-use of mobile radio in the business sector may be 
attributed to several causes. Chief amongst these is the 
cost/benefits aspect. Most of the non-user companies 
sampled are in the early 'developmental' stage and have either 
not had sufficient time to adequatelv evaluate their radio 
needs or have insufficient funding to warrant the increase 
in efficiency of a limited number of personnel. 

Insufficient knowledge of available services and systems was 
another major reason. Most knowledge came from discussion 
with radio users rather than salesmen, formal education, 
television, etc. These companies would appreciate more  
personal advice from sources (D.O.C.?) other than mobile 
radio manufacturers' salesmen who were considered to be more 
interested in 'pushing their products' than in giving the 
company the 'best' advice. 

The D.O.C. could form more information offices for members 
of -Ole public, citizen's groups and D.O.C. licensees who 
seek information and assistance - a means by'which the 
public can rapidly secure the right information from the 
right person within the D.O.C. More specialisessions 
should also be held in district offices to greater 
familiarise both users and non-users with the mobile radio 
field and to allow open planning, with community participation. 

Non-users are also aware of technical inadequacies in many 
systems, such as dead zones, interference, limitations in 
range, lack of privacy etc. 

55% of these business non-users consider that mobile radio 
will be applicable in the near future (less than 5 years) 
upon expansion of their firm. Most will move to private and 
GRS, with some intent for MTS. Introduction of services will 
be on a tentative basis with 3 or less in-vehicle radios, 
one portable, and one base station. Ranges over 30 miles 
will often be required. These systeins, featuring two-way 
voice communication only, will be used predominantly for 
dispatch. 
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CHAPTER 3 

FEDERAL AND PROVINCIAL USERS 

3.1 Introduction 

This . chapter'summarizes the research carried out onto user 
characteristics and needs in federal and provincial depart-
ments through the country. In accordance with the objectives 
of the-study (detailed in AppendiX 2) topics discussed are 
the present status of mobile radio systems in use, their 
functions and historical development. Other characteristics 
such as size, technical features etc. are also dealt with. A 
section on future needs of this group of radio users is then 
included. Finally conclusions and recommendations are made 
on the basis of the preceding sections. 

As in Chapter 2, because of the large quantity of infor-
mation available from the study, discussion of each user 
characteristic is carried out at three levels. This, hopefully, 
"ailows the data to be assimilated more readily. Initially 
the total picture, that is for all federal and provincial 
government agencies combined is discussed. This overview is 
then broken down into its constituent parts: namely separ-
ation of federal from provincial, and then by departmental 
grouping. These groupings are chosen to maintain a sufficiently 
large size in each category and to prevent the number of 
departmental categories from becoming intractably large. 
These categories are: 

1. Transportation: encompassing such activities as con- 
struction and maintenance of highways, public works, 
maintenance of vehicles, inter-department communication, 
control of vehicles in transportation services etc. 

2. Natural Resources: including energy, minerals, mines, 
forestry, environment, fisheries and other marine 
communication. 

3. Human Resources: such as education, health and welfare, 
recreation, etc. 

4. Services and Urban Affairs: consisting  of  remaining 
departments such as administrative services, municipal, 
regional and international development programs, con-
sumer affairs, public utilities, etc. 

The results discussed in this chapter are based, to a large 
extent, upon the results of the survey, given in Appendix 3. 

Discussion of federal and provincial law enforcement and 
public safety organisations is carried out in Chapter 4. 
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3.2 Present Status and Historical Development 

3.2.1 Category of Service Used 

3.2.1.1 Total Picture 

The distribution of service category (see Appendix 1 for 
definitions) for all government (combined federal and provin-
cial) is shown in the fourth column Of Table 3.1. From this 
table, it is seen that 'private' systems are most prevalent 
(with 68% of all radio systems in the 'priiatel service 
category). This is as expected for basically large systems 
(see Section 3.4) with often 'adequate' funding (Section 3.5.4) 
'Private' systems are followed in popularity by mobile 
telephone service (MTS), paging and ship .to shore, in that 
order. These perCentage distributions have been confirmed 
by a second request for similar information (question 3A, 
Appendix 3). 

Table 3.1 Present Distribution of Systems by Service Category 

Category of Service 	Provincial 	Federal 	Total 

- 	% 	% 	
%

• 

Paging 	10 	2 	9 

MTS 	20 	23 	21 

S/S 	3 	1 	2 

Total Private 
(includes GRS 	66 	74 	68 

• and RCCMRS) 	O 	- 

The distribution of systems for all agencies when operation 
first began is shown in Table 3.2 (column 4) where it is seen 
that 'private' systems had a still larger share (79%) of 
the total than at present. Paging and MTS systems have taken 
over some of the functions initially handled by 'private' 
systems or have been introduced to cope with new agency 
requirements as the department develops. Of all the 

Table 3.2 Initial distribution of Systems by Service Category 

Category of Service 	Provincial 	Federal 	Total 

Paging 

MTS 	14 33 	17 

S/S 

Total 	

5 	_ 	5 ‘ 

Private 	38 
38 81 
1 	251 

- 67 	21 79  private 42 	42 

GRS 
RCCMRS 
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Paging 

MTS 13 	13 
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'privatel systems, restricted common carrier.(RCCMRS) and 
especiallY general radio services (GRS) -were lesà popular 
than (true) private sYstems. To gain soMe insight into 
this historical development the services used by departments 
in 1965 and 1970 were reqùested, and shown in columns 4 of' - 
Tables 3.3 and 3.4 respectively. 

• 
Table 3.3 Distribution of SysteMs by Service Category in 1965 

Category of Service . 	Provincial. 	Federal 	Total • 
• % 

Paging 	 - 

MTS 13 13 

S/S 

Private -P
rivate 63 

251 88 
83 
- 100 181 88 

65 
RCCMRS 	

Total 	
- 	

171. 	5 GRS 

No trend towards more paging and MTS is 'detected over this 5 
year period and it is concluded that a large number of radio 

Table 3.4 Distribution of Systems by Service Category in 1970 

Category of Service 	Provincial 	Federal 	Total 

S/S 	- 

Private Private 	
46 92 	87 1 

	

38 	
- 

	

74 	
29188 
46 

GRS 

	

	8 	13 	13 Total 
RCCMRS 

systems started after 1970, and that prior to 1970, departmental 
systems were -fairly stable with mostly 'private' systems, 
some MTS and little or no paging. These hypotheses.are supported 
by the distribution of years in which operation started (column 
4 of Table 3.5) which shows that 45%  Of  all systems in usé - 

Table 3.5 Distribution of First Year of Licence 

Year 	Provincial 	Federal 	Total 

96 	% 	% 

'50 or before 	7 	10 	9 

'51.-  '55 	7 	 2 

'56 - '60 	- 	10 	2 

'61 - '65 	11 	33 	22 

'65-  '70 	27 	- 	19 

'71 - '75 	48 	48 	45 
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started after 1970, and supports the claim that the trend 
towards MTS and paging (in the 'developmental stage' of 'a 
department's history) has started in the last 5 years. From 
Tables 3.2 to 3.4 it is also noticed that a move towards 
RCCMRS occured before 1970 but has eased off since, and an 
initial trend towards GRS seems to have reversed itself in the 
1970's. 

The reason for branching out from private systems appears to 
be a general desire for, more flexibility, that is the ability 
to transfer . information to its destination by a variety of 
means,.and with varying reliability. Growth rates of 
government radio systems in use are seen from Table 3.5 to be 
quite erratic, being a complex function of federal and provin- 
cial funding to the communications divisions of each department, 
which in turn depends (to an extent) upon public favour towards 
a certain department etc. 

3.2.1.2 Federal and Provincial Categories 

In this section, differences between federal and provincial agen-
cies that cause deviations from the general conclusions reached 
in the preceding section are. discussed. The present  distribu-
tions of systems by service category are shown for provincial 
and federal departments in columns 2 and 3 of Table 3.1. This 
sharing of services is seen to be similar for both groups (and 
as described in Section 3.2.1.1). More paging is evidenced 
at the provincial level than at the federal. In this'table 
(as in all tables) each of the 4 categories of depart- 
ment namely Transportation, Natural R.esources, Human - Resources, 
and Services and Urban 'Affairs, are given equal weighting in 
reaching the total percentage figures. • 

When operations.first started . (Table 3.2) federal departments 
used more MTS and GRS than provincial agenCïes whiCh dedicated 
themselves to RCCMRS and private systems.' Since the  inception. 
of these sYstems of mobile radio the differences-have largel 	. 
disappeared. Between 1965 and 1970 bôth federal-and provincial 
government departments were very 'private' orientated (stable - 
systems):. Provincial  departments again were involved with 
private, RCCMRS, and some MTS whereas.federal institutions used 
private and GRS with a swing to MTS at the end of the period. 
This federal growth àf MTS has continued to the present day, 
as it has for the provinces. The lack of use of R£CMRS in 
federal agencies initially and during the period 1965 to 1970 
can be attributed  more  to policy decisions rather than the 
inability of this service to meet some of the requirementS of 
federal »agencies. This is considered likely due to the.consider-
able popularity of restricted common carrier mobile radio srs-
terns at the provincial level. 
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3.2.1.3 Departmental Categories 

Agencies classified under 'Human Resources' tend to use more 
paging equipment than the norm (question 1A, Appendix 3). This 
is due to the nature of their operations which do not require 
long, involved information transmission but rather, brief one-
way signalling that contact with the office should be made. For 
example welfare officers would not require as much dispatching 
information as personnel involved in vehicle or highway maintenance. 
The probable small percentage of budget allocated for mobile 
communications would preclude expensive private systems. Similar 
comments may be made about the considerable use of MTS made • 

by 'Services and Urban Affairs'. As ekpected, 'Transportation' 
and 'Natural Resources' use private systems due to their size 
(Section 3.4) and the importance attributed to this section 
of their operations. These four departmental categories 
started mainly on 'private' systems except for Serices and 
Urban Affairs which got its start largely with MTS. This may 
be attributed in part to the year mobile radio operation 
started for these_four categories (question 7A, Appendix 3). 
Services and Urban Affairs commenced radio operations at a 
later date (generally after 1966) than the other departments 
and thus could avail itself from the onset of 'newer' services 
such as MTS. For example a considerable proportion (10%) of 
Transportation Departments commenced mobile radio communica-
tions before 1950 using private radio equipment. 

3.3 Uses of System 

3.3.1 Total Picture 

The uses to which the radio systems of federal and provincial 
agencies are put are examined in Table 3.6 

Table 3.6 Distribution of Uses of Mobile Radio Systems 

Use 

Dispatch 

IWC 

Educ Aids 

AHC 

Training 

Provincial 	Federal 	Total 

	

% 	%• % 

	

24 	22 	25 

	

• 63 	78 	62 

'Dispatch' is the function of informing mobile personnel where 
to proçeed for the performance of their delegated tasks; e.g. 
for Transportation-to provide communications between dispatching 
and maintenance yards with mobile units' in operation, to 
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-maintain public highways etc. Also dispatching for snow 
removal ., landslides, road blocks, and similar emergency 
situations is affected. 

Inter-worker communication (IWC) consists of all information 
transfer other than dispatch, for example position location, 
worker-worker and worker-public communication. 

Educational Aids involves such Pur poses as transmission of 
recorded lessons (e.g. dictation of shorthand classes); 
Training consists of instructing technicians in the instal-
lation, operation  and. servicing of radio systems etc, and 
After-Hours Communication (AHC) involves any unscheduled use 
of the mobile units in other than regular hours. 

As expected inter-worker communication and (to a lesser eXtent) 
dispatch far exceed the other categories of uSe (column 4). 
Thus to appreciably reducè spectrum congestiori, any methods 
by which inter-worker communication could be reduced to the 
minimum, would be of paramount importance. This might involve 
increased urging to operators to keep conversations terse, 
number coding of frequently used messages (cf. 10 - system 
used by many police forces in North America), digital status 
messages etc. 

3.3.2 Federal and Provincial Categories 

As expected most regional and provincial educational and other 
training programs are handled by provincial agencies. Both -
provincial and federal institutions have IWC as the dominant 
use of the their systems. 

3.3.3 Departmental Categories 

Both Transportation and Natural Resources have IWC in 

prevalent use (question 2, Appendix 3), whereas Services 

and Urban Affairs makes great use of mobile radio for 

dispatch purposes. This may be appreciated in the light 

of the fact thaï this category (SUA) is greatly involved 

with the delivery of supplies inter-departmentallY and 
also to other government agencies, as required. The 

prevalence of IWC in Transportation and Natural Resources 

seems reasonable from such activities as marine comm-

unication (Natural Resources) which uses radio for (a) 

messages of immediate urgency,(b) messages concerning the 

safety of a ship or person, or regarding navigation dangers, 

(c) ship-to-ship (for port operations and navigation etc), 

and (d) ship-shore (for port operations and operational 

messages). Human Resources, by definition, makes some use 

of radio for education and training purposes. 
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3.4 Size of System 

3.4.1 Total Picture 

The distribution of system size in teims of the total number 
of radios in use  is illustrated in Table 3.7 

Table 3.7 Distribution of System Size By Number of Radios 

No. of Radios 	Provincial 	Federal 	Total 

	

% 	Q. 	% 

5 or less 	32 	- 	28 

6-20 	7 	33 	20 

21 - - 100 	40 	50 	36 

101 - 500 	8 	_ 	4• 

501 - 1000 	. 	8 	- 	4 

1001 - 2000 	0 	17 	4 

2001 - 5000 	3 	- 	3 

5001 - 10000 	0 

It is seen that the largest percentage (36%) of all systems 
have between 21 and 100 radios, and may - be classed of 
moderate size (over the range encountered). Average system 
size is calculated as 89 radios per system. Less than 20% 
of all systems are larger than this whereas 48% of all 
department systems have 20 mobile radio units or less. For 
these mobile radio networks the number of base stations 
required will depend upon the technical sophistication of 
the system and the use to which it is put. For example with 
increasing departmental expansion the number of mobile units 
will rise but the proportionate rise'in number of base sta-
tions may be restrained by the use of more advanced base 
station technology and techniques of operation. The variation 
in number of base stations required is shown in Table 3.8 

Table 3.8 Variation in Number of Base Stations per System 
• 

No.' Stations 	Provincial 	Federal 	Total 

1 	50 	6 	44 

2 - 4 	4 	28 	14 

5 - 7 	17 	50 	22 

Greater than 7 	29 	17 	14 

In - accordance with the fact that half of all departmental , 
systems use 20 mobile units or leàs, nearly half (44%) of - 
the radio systems require only one base station. Departments 
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using over 500 mobile radios in general require 7 or more  
base stations, whereas moderately sized (20-500 radi6s) 
-systems tend to use between 5 and - 7 stations. 

The distribution of the quantity of radio repeaters in service 
is detailed in Table 3.9 where it . is  seen that the majority of 
systems use twenty radio repeater Stations or more. From this 
we conclude that even departments with a small number of 
radios (less than 20) may still require ranges of operation 
comparable to those of some of, the larger systems (see below, 
this Section). 

Table 3.9 Distribution of Number of Radio Repeaters 

	

No. Repeaters 	Provincial 	Federal 	Total 
% 	% 	% 

1 	22 	50 	29 

2-19 	11 	25 	13 

11 - 20 	- 

	

Greater than 20 	67 	25 	58 

.0ther departments whether large 'or small , . use jtist one 
repeater and their range of operation (and region over 
which they.contribute to spectrum congestion) will be quite 
restricted. 

In each system, the number of radio-equipped vehicles in 
departmental service is seen  •to be either 'small' (1-10 
vehicles) or 'large' (greater than 30). The distributions 
(Table 3.10) are in general agreement with the variation in 
number of radios used in these systems (Table 3.7) and lend 
support to the validity of the data. For example 48% of 
government systems have 20 radios or less, in comparison with 
53% of systems with 20 radio-equipped vehicles or less. 
Differences between  thèse  statistics are due to the addition 

Table 3.10 Distribution of Number of Radio-Equipped Vehicles 

Number 	Provincial 	Federal 	Total 
% 	% 

1 - 10 	5: 	1 7 	49 

11 - 20 	 33 	4 

21 - 30 	9 	_ 	4 

Greater than 30 	39 	50 	43 

and distribution of personal portables in use (varying some- 
what from that for 'fixed' mobile equipment). This distribution 
is given below in Table 3.11. 
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Table 3.11 Distribution of Number of Personal Portable Radios 

Number Provincial 	Federal 	Total 

1 	- 	- 

2-10 	48 	28 	48 

11 - 20 	31 	11 	18 

Greater than 20 	21 	61 	34 

.These portables will increase the number of radios per system 
throughout the range but particularly in the range - of 20 . 
radios or less. This • s because a large proportion (65%) of 
mobile  systems use less than 20 portable  radios. ' 

The range used by government agencies is a critical parameter 
in the search fôr new methods to alleviate interferenca, 
delays, etc.:-Range will bedOme more and more a critical issue 
in frequency allocation policy and system type dediSions. 
The distribution of. coverage actUally used by these depart7 
ments is detailed in Table 3.12 

Table 3.12 	Range Used in Miles 

Range 	Provincial 	Federal 	Total . 

	

96 	 96 	 Ô 

10 or less 	- 	17 	8 

11 - 15 	23 	- 	12 

16 - 20 	25 	 8 

21 - 25 	13 	17 	7 

26 - 30 	 17 	8• 

31 - 35 	25 	11 	30 

36 - 40 	 - 

Greater than 40 	15 	39 	- 26 

• It is seen that over half the systems (56%) operate-at ranges 
which at timeb exceed 30 miles (greater than city wide if 

-there located) ancl one quarter of the departments operate 
at over 40 miles maximum range. Very . fewSystems (8%)-  
operate with smaller than city-wide coverage (less than 10 
miles). Ranges will depend upon the function of the indi-
vidual department.  and  will not in all cases correlate' directly 
With system size. 

Most of these -systems operate on betWeen 2 and 5 frequency 
channels as evidenced from the distributiôns of Table 3.13. 



Greater than 8 	6 17 	8 

Table 3.13 Distribution by Number of Radio Channels 

Number 	Provincial 	Federal 	Total 

	

96 	 % 	 % 

1 	13 ' 	- 	5 

2 	38 	11 	38 

3 - 5 	38 	72 	44 

6 - 8 	6 	 4 
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Thus a typical system might operate between 20 and 100 
radio units, require one base station (or less likely up 
to 7 depending upon system function), and employ just oné 
repeater station. The number of radio-equipped vehicles 
is either less than 10 or considerably larger than 30 and 
number of portables either between 2 and 10 or greater 'than 
20. These mobile radios operate on usually 4 -channels and 
system coverage is very often 30 miles or more. 

The development of mobile radio to these present character-
istics is illuminated somewhat by the following tables. 
Average numbers of radio-equipped vehicles are shown below 
in Table 3.14 for start of operation, 1965 and 1970. 

Table 3.14 Average Number of Radio-Equipped Vehicles per System 

Time 	Provincial 	Federal 	Total 

Start 	24 	9 	7 

1965 	34 	15 	14 

1970 	92 	26 	41 

The average number at the start is one-half the figure for 
 1965 and one-sixth that for 1970. This suggests that systems 

licensed before 1965  started out with a very few vehicles in-
creasing in number by an order of magnitude to the present 
day. Departments with systems licensed after 1970  (45%) also 
appear to have started with just a few vehicles due to the 
tentative, slow introduction of this unproven new facility 
in the government age/icy (Human Resources and Services and 
Urban Affairs). Accurate estimates by departments without 
much previous experience in this area of the amount of 
mobile equipment needed are difficult to make even with ad-
vice from departments with long standing in mobile radio. 

The average numbers of personal portables for these three 
times are shown in Table 3.1 .5 below, where it is seen that 
the ratio of personal portables to radio-equipped vehicles 
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• has increased from 1 to 1 towards 2 to 1 between 1965 and 
1970. This trend towards portables is still in effect, 

. due to their greater adaptability (multi-purpose use). 

Table 3.15 Average Number of Portable Radios per System 

Time ' Provincial 	Federal 	Total 

Start 	20 	11 . 	15 

1965 	18 	21 	18 

1970 	- 	69 	.33 	53 

3.4.2 Federal and Provincial Categories 

From Table 3.7 it is observed that while both federal and' 
provincial agencies have systems with mostly between 20 and 
100 radios, many more provincial departments (32 96  compared 
with less than  1% for  federal) have very, small systemà with 
five radios or.less. *This may be attribilted to the generally 

' larger and wide-ranging natur e.  of federal (as compared to 
Provincial) departments.. These findings are endorsed by the 
distribution of 'base stations (Table 3.8) - provincial depart-
ments tend to communications networks that are either large 
(greater than 5 base stations) or very-sffialI (50% mith . only. 
one station). Federal organisations, on the - other hand, tend 
to systems with 5 to 7 base stations. Provincial departments 
-alsb have either a large (greater than 30) number of radio- - 
equipped:vehicles or a small number (less than 10). 'Federal 
departments tend to a larger number- Of equipped vehicles and 
portable radios (Tables 3.10-and 3.11), and also frequency 
channels (Table 3.13). 

- Federal departments have considerably fewer systems.with 10 or 
more repeaters compared with s .those at the provincial level, 
with however considerelyJm6re demand for range in excesS of 
40 miles, indiCating considerable - difference .in equipment 

« details -between provincial and federal departments. .This is 
hinted at by the low percentage of RCCMRS use in federal 
agencies. Technical differences between these agencies is 
discussed further in Section 3.5.1.2. 

The distribution of range (Table 3.12) indicates that a fair 
proportion of federal systems is for intra-city (centre) only 
(less than 10 miles) whereas for provincial agencies coverage 

•  in the order of twenty miles from the base station is required. 
These regional systems have mostly till now operated as 
separate entities. In some cases, there is a desire for, an 
overall - (province-wide) radio system tying all these other 
systems together, while in others (depending upon departmental 
category) there seems to be very little need. 
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3.4.3 Departmental Categories 

As expected, Transportation departments have the largest 
size in terms of number of radios in  use, with systemà with 
up to 2000 radios (question 1B, Appendix 3). Although smaller 
in general, some Natural Resources departments, such as 
forestry, are also of this magnitude. Human Resources and 
Services and Urban Affairs have usually less than 100 radios 
per system. In acCordance with these sizes, Transportation -
agencies have many systems with over 7 base stations, National,. 
Resources have many with either 5 to 7 (e.g. forestry) or 
just one (e.g. enVironment),. while Human Resources and.Services-. 
and Urban Affairs have generally less than 5 base stations 
per system. 

Transportation and Natural Resources departments have three-
quarters of-their systéms - with 20 or more . repeaters (for - 
example to adequately cover the rugged terrain . found in- . 
forestry protection work), whereas other departmental Categories- .  
use juSt one or between 2 and 10 radio repeaters. 'Continuing-
with this general trend, Transportation systems are endowed 	• 
with more than 30 radio-eqiiipped Vehicles, for the most part, 
while Natural Resources has  • ither a large number .  (greater 
than 30) or a small number (between one and 	Human 
Resourcès and Services and Urban Affairs systems. have .1ess 

. thah 10 vehicles apiece, except for agencies. dealing in 
delivery of supplies etc. Due to.their versatility, es-
pecially over rough groundï the ratio of portables to  radio-
:equipped vehicles is .on the increase. At present Transporta-
tion and Natural RèsourCes have either between two and 10 or 
considerably over twenty and the other departments, because 
of their recent development have been able ta  make immediate . 
good  use,  of this facility. The use df . portabléS is expected 
to increase  in  all sectorà,. both of geheral and  'special 	• 
purpose'. (e.g. assworn-by firefighters). This increase would 
be accelerated rapidly by the advent of in-Vehicle radio 
units with capability for effective  operation as an automatic 
repeater. 

Due to the often unplanned, wide-ranging nature of their 
activities, Transportation and Natural Resources frequently 
require ranges of over 40 miles. Human Resources and Ser-
vices and Urban Affairs, on the other hand, usually travel 
within an urban region and have smaller range requirements. 

Modern private systems have usually multi-channel capability 
and this facility is used in all categories. The largest 
systems in Transportation use over-8 channels but in general 
(for all departments) 3 to 5 channels are employed. 

From questions 7C and D, Appendix,3, it is seen that Transpor- 
tation and Natural Resources used more vehicles at their start 
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of operation, 1965, and 1970 than the other departments, 
as anticipated. Similar comments hold for the number of 
personal portable two-way,  radios at these three times. For 
greater detail of distributions the reader is referred to 
the Appendix. 

3.5. Technical Features 

To investigate whether government agencies have made use of 
their potential to introdlice more sophisticated communications 
networks than the individual business users of Chapter  2,a 
number of technical features of their government systems are 
discussed below. These topics help throw some light on the 
hypothesis made (Section 3.4.2) that the technical aspects of 
federal and provincial radio systems differ Considerably. 

3.5.1 Frequency Band Used 

3.5.1.1 Total Picture 

The distribution of radio systems by frequency band used is 
given in Table 3.16. 

Table 3.16 Distribution of Radio System by Frequency Band in Use 

Frequency 	Provincial 	Federal Total 

	

% 	% 	% 

HF 	8 	 7 	10 

LB VHF 	21 	15 	25 

HB VHF 	71 	72 	61 

UHF 	- 	7 	3 

Very little swing towards UHF from the popular high band VHF 
channel's is evidenced from this table. This may be understood 
on the basis of user satisfaction (Section 3.5.4) where nearly 
70% of the respondents cohsidered their system adequate. Very 
few complaints about congestion in the VHF bands were made, 
the main criticism about 'private' systems was the amount of 
atmospheric interference, particularly in Northern communica-
tions. To a large extent the HF band has now been abandoned. 
This shift away from lower frequencies is illustrated in 
Table 3.17 for the start of operation, 1965 and 1970. 

Table 3.17 Distribution of Systems by Frequency at Start, 
1965 and 1970 

Frequency 	Provincial 	Federal 	Total 

	

‘ 	% 	 % 

HF 	13 	33 	33 	50 	50 	50 	25 	50 	50 

LB VHF 	25 	33 	- 	17 	17 	12 	23 	6• 	5 

HB VHF 	63 	33 	67 	33 	33 	38 	53 	44 	45 

UHF 
Start '65 	'70 	Start '65 	'70 	Start 	'65 	'70 
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From the 'total' columns it is seen that the great increase in 
high band VHF has occured largely since 1970, departments 
starting their systems since 1970 going directly into this 
band (seen from the higher percentage of high band users in 
the 'start' column). What little use of UHF there is has 
been implemented since 1970. 

3.5.1.2 Federal and Provincial Categories 

From Table 3.16 it is seen that the distributions for federal 
and provincial agencies are very similar, with however most UHF 
systems deployed by federal departments. The static Picture 
described in the section above during the period 1965 to 1970 
holds true for federal systems (Table 3.17). Provincial 
agencies with systems introduced before 1965 seem to have 
responded more quickly to the advantages to be had from VHF 
radio, installing •these.new systeMs before 1970 in many cases. 
This faster response to technical innovation may have been due, 
in part, to the smaller size (Section 3.4.2) of provincial 
departments (in terms of radio), thus involving lower costs in 
change of equipment. 

Initially more provincial than federal departments started 
out on high band VHF equipment. This is due to the fact 
that provincial departments developed their communications 
networks rather later than federal agencies 25% before 
1965 compared with 53% for federal (Table 3.5, Section 3.2.1.1 
This faster response, as also evidenced between 1965 and 
1970, appears to be due more to factors such as size, year 
operation started etc. rather than any greater awareness on 
the part of the provinces with'regards to technical improve-
ment of their systems. 

3.5.1.3 Departmental Categories 

All agencies tend to follow the general frequency distributions 
outlined above, though marine communication (among the first 
users of mobile radio) still uses low frequency equipment 

which will carry over longer distances than FM VHF equip-
ment. Fading in this HF band could be countered by error 
correcting codes and frequency diversity techniques. 
'Pioneer' work in the UHF band has been carried out 
entirely in Transportation and Natural Resources departments 

•  (for those departments sampled), with satisfaction expressed 
regarding most technical aspects except range. 
Insufficient response to question 7G, Appendix 3 prevents 
'reliable' breakdown of the historical development of this 
frequency usage. 



3.5.2 Minutes of Air Time 

3.5.2.1 Total Picture 

The average number .  of minutes Of 'air time' per hour used 
through the day, Monday to Friday, Saturday, Sundays, and 
statutory holidays is shown in Table .3.18. 

Table 3.18 Average Number of Minutes Air Time Per Hour 

Periods through the day 

0-7 -  7-10-  10-12-  12-15-  15-18 -  18-24-  , 

Provincial 	3 	24 	22 	18 	17 	8 	Mon. 
Federal 	8 	27 	17 	17 	30 	6 	to 
Total 	5 	22 	20 	16 	19 	9 	Fri. 

Provincial 	5 	7 	6 	5 	6 	6 
Federal 	5 	8 	5 	6 	8 	5 	Saturday 

-' 	Total 	4 	7 	6 	6 	7 	5 

Provincial 	4 	6 	5 	5 	6 	6 
Federal 	8 	6 	3 	6 	6 	5 	Sunday 
Total 	5 	6 	4 	5 	6 	5 

Provincial 	7 	8 	6 	5 	7 	10 
Federal 	3 	3 	3 	3 	3 	3 	Statutory 

Total 	6 	7 	6 	5 	6 	8 	Holidays 

52. 
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As expected e air time used is greater on Monday to Friday 
than at other times, with the usual morning and afternoon 
peaks of 22 minutes per hour and 19 minutes per hour be-
tween 7 and 10 a.m. and 3 and 6 p.m. respectively. At other 
times the level of usage is relatively constant at about 5 
minutes per hour, no appreciable difference being noted 
between traffic on Saturday, Sunday and statutory holidays. 
This decrease from weekly rates could be utilized by reassign-
ment of channels (at weekends and statutory holidays) for 
various essential services such as emergency repair of high-
ways, continuous supervision of natural resources etc. as 
well as public safety organisations such as police, fire and 
ambulance. This important class of users could utilise 
channels vàcated by business and government agencies at 
weekends, relieving present and future congestion. Transfer 
of communications requirements to the weekend and the night 
period from 6 p.m. to 7 a.m. whenever possible'would also 
help the situation. 

3.5.2.2 Federal and Provincial Categories 

Usage patterns are very similar for both federaL and provincial 
with a rather higher rate for federal institutions between 3 
and 6 p.m. on weekdays. Provincial departments appear to 
communicate more on statutory holidays (Table 3.18). This 
is due to the higher use of provincial facilities e.g. parks 
and highways during the holiday period by the general public 
(see Section 3.5.2.3). 

3.5.2.3 Departmental Categories 

•  Transportation and Services and Urban Affairs have the high-
est levels of usage with morning and afternoon peaks of 30 
and 21 minutes for Transportation and 41 and 33 minutes for 
Services and Urban Affairs (Mon. - Fri.). This large amount 
of information transfer is due to the commuter and 'business' 
orientation of these departments, as shown by the morning and 
afternoon radio traffic peaks. These maxima are not present 
in Natural and Human - Resource Departments. During weekends 
and particularly on statutory holidays National Resource 
usage is high (in parks and other provincial facilities), 
being above 10 minutes in the hour at times (see question 6, 
Appendix 3 for more detailed results). Some seasonal loading 
was mentioned in the replies received, especially for Trans-
portation and Natural Resources. 

3.5.3 Time Spent on Operations, Administration and Public Service 

3.5.3.1 Total Picture 

The distribution of air-time devoted to operations (see defin-
itions, Appendix 1) is laid out in Table 3.19. 
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Table 3.19 Distribution of Air Time Dedicated to Operations 

% of Air Time 	Provincial 	Federal 	Total 

0-20 

21-40 

41-60 

61-80 

81-100 

As expected from the definition for operations this function 
takes up a large  percentage of air time. - Nearly half the 
systems spend over 80% of their air time oh operations. The 

• distribution of air time used for administrative purposes 
(see definitions, Appendix 1) is given - in Table 3.20 where,  in  
accord with the findings above, three-qUarters  of  all depart-
ment radio systems spend leSs than . 40% of their - radio time . 
on  this function. 

Table 3.20 Distribution of Air Time Dedicated to Administration 

% of Air Time 	Provincial 	Federal 	Total 

The distribution of air time devoted to public service (see 
def  initions,  Appendix 1) is described by Table 3.21 below, 
with anticipated weighting towards little or no public service 

Table 3.21 Distribution of Air Time Dedicated to Public Service 

% of Air Time 	Provincial 	Federal 	Total 

	

Q. 	% 	% 

0-20 	50 	50 	58 

21-40 	33 	50 	33 

41-60 	. 17 	 8 

61-80 	- 

81-100 	- 	- 

by the majority  of government departments. 

••••• 
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3.5.3.2 Federal and Provincial Categories 

Federal agencies lean more towards operational aspects than 
do provincial departments (Tables 3.19 and 3.20). This may 
be caused, to an extent, by the more service conscious attitude 
of provincial agencies towards detailed public needs particular-
ly in their vicinity, as compared to the (of necessity) more 
remote, all-encompassing nature of federal departments. This 
view is supported by the fact that some  provincial departments 
spend up to 60% of air time for public service whereas no - 
federal institutions use more than 40% of their air time on 
this functioh. 

3.5.3.3 Departmental Categories 

By their nature Transportation and National Resource depart-
ments were expected to spend more time on operations than 
other departments.. This is borne out by the detailed dis-
tributions of question 5, Appendix 3. For example 55% of 
Transportation and 66% of Natural Resource departments spent 
over 80% of their time on operations compared with 33% for 
Human Resources and Services and Urban Affairs. It is also 
noted that Services and Urban Affairs departments may spend 
up to 60% of air time on public service, expectedly more 
so than for the other groupings, since not many people look 
to Transportation and Natural Resource agencies for their . 
communications needs except in an emergency. 

3.5.4 Adequacy of System 

A large proportion (68%) of the respondents considered their 
system to be adequate. Complaints that were received are 
discussed briefly below in terms of the service category 
used. The reader is referred to Chapter 2 for more detailed 
discussion. 

3.5.4.1 Private Service 

Most complaints about this service came from Transportation 
and Natural Resource departments at the provincial level, due 
to the stringent demands placed upon a communication system 
for use in these fields. The largest percentage of 'technical' 
grievances was concerned with poor radio communication due 
to atmospherics etc, particularly in Northern regions. 
Insufficient provincial funding was also cited as a reason for 
inefficient radio communication (lack of base station facili-
ties etc.) and hence poor service to the public. 
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3.5.4.2 General Radio Service 

As for business and commercial users, many complaints about 
local interference (e.g. other users and television) were 
made. In addition to the crowding problems, there are 
difficulties in propagation at ,v27MHz. Because of reflections 
from the ionosphere, long distance interference (e.g. from 
the U.S.) occurs frequently on the GRS band, with the result 
that communication frequently cannot be conducted when 
desired, and may be interrupted without warning. The reader 
is referred to Section 2.5.5 for further discussions on GRS 
failings. GRS use was mostly found in Transportation agencies. 

3.5.4.3 Restricted Common Carrier Mobile Radio Service 

This service, used predominantly in Natural Resource depart-
ments, is subject to similar criticism as private systems 
regarding poor radio communication due to atmospheric 
disturbance, low coverage (due to an inadequate relay sys-
tem etc.) etc. 

3.5.4.4 Mobile Telephone Service 

Natural Resource departments consider MTS to be inadequate 
(poor coverage) especially in the isolated areas in which 

. they must often operate. As in Chapter 2 the delay (or near 
impossibility) of accessing a channel is deemed a major 
reason for disfavour with this service. Unfortunately none 
of the respondents made mention of the average maximum wait-
ing time they would be prepared to wait to access a channel. 

3.5.4.5 Conclusions 

In spite of the fact that these departments are undergoing 
continued expansion (in number of radios and area of coverage), 
conversion and improvement, a considerable degree of satis-
faction exists, except in Transportation and Natural Resources. 
The trend appears to be towards integral regional systems 
with no need for contact between  regiorial offices except via 
the central office. Little demand is seen for talk to the 
mobile unit itself from the central headquarters, but only 
from the district office. 

As opposed to the business and commercial sectOr, no complaints 
were received concerning eavesdropping, shortage of channels 
(except MTS) or about equipment maintenance. No feeling was 
expressed towards greater use of mobile, radio  by the general 
public for example for survival radio, park radio telephones 
etc., or for interconnection with land telephone lines. 
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3.5.5 Facilities Provided 

3.5.5.1 Total Picture 

The only facility provided by nearly all the departments 
was standard voice transmission. Only in Natural Resources 
was any other type of transmission supplied. This depart-
ment uses telemetry and remote control of equipment for 
recording weather parameters in remote locations. 

The distribution of type of signalling used is shown in 
Table 3.22. 

Table 3.22 Distribution of Type of Signalling 

Type 	Provincial 	Federal 	Total 
Q. 	% 	?,. -Q 

Voice 	76 	55 	73 

Individual Selective 
18 	45 	25 Call 

Group Call 	6 	- 	2 

Other 

The majority (73%)  •of systems employ just voice signalling. 
No desire for other types was expressed by respondents who 
just had this one signalling method. Little or no use of 
group call signalling was round. This lack of desire for 
individual selective and group calling may be understood 
from user satisfaction with their system in that little 
congestion of radio traffic was noted. 

3.5.5.2 Federal and Provincial Categories 

• Federal agencies are seen to use more selective (individual 
and group) calling than provincial agencies. This is probably 
due somewhat to the considerably larger funding available to 
federal agencies for sophisticated equipment, and detailed 
aspects of operational behaviour (such as type of personnel 
to be contacted, their function etc.). 

3.5.5.3 Departmental Categories 

More use of selective calling is made by Transportation, Human 
Resources, and Services and Urban Affairs than by Natural 
Resources. Services and Urban Affairs systems, developed 
later than Transportation and Natural Resources, has had the 
chance to develop a group call facility (see question 3J, 
Appendix 3). 	 •  



3.6 Future Needs 

3.6.1 Future Incorporation of Technical Facilities 

3.6.1.1 Total Picture 

In the questionnaire a number of facilities were listed and 
described (see Appendix 1) that  are  technically feasible at 
present. Of these facilities, it was found that those in 
present use are facsimile, teletype (hard copy), use of data 
terminals, individual selective signalling and selected group 
signalling. Percentages of departments with these facilities 
are shown in Table 3.23. Facsimile and teletype are seen 
to be more popular than data terminals, while individual 
selective calling is considerably more in favour than group 
call, in agreement with the results of the last section. 
It is of significance that none of the departments without a 
facility had any information upon its benefits, cost etc. 
with which to reach an informed decision as to its incorporation. 
In general these dePartments considered it unlikely that the 
features would be added, but were reluctant to commit them-
selves to a time frame concerning this decision. Of those 
departments that expected the facilities, active use was 
anticipated in the next 5 years rather than later. The 
features most likely to be incorporated were individual 
selective signalling, group signalling, automatic vehicle 
identification (AVI), and automatic vehicle location (AVL). 

3.6.1.2 Federal and Provincial Categories 

Of these facilities in use now, federal departments make more 
use of facsimile, individual and group calling, and less use 
of teletype and data terminals than provincial departments 
(Table 3.23). For future needs provincial institutions are 
keener on teletype, slow scan television and group calling, 
but less in favour of data terminal, computer assisted dis-
patch (CAD), computer input from vehicle (CIV), computer 
retrieval from vehicle (CRV), and automatic vehicle location 
(AVL) than federal departments. 

3.6.1.3 Departmental Categories 

Transportation and Human Resources departments make some 
- use of facsimile (as compared to none for Natural Resources 
and Services and Urban Affairs). Teletype is employed by 
Transportation and Natural Resburces. Human Resources is the 
only department to avail itself of data terminal facilities, 
whilst Services and Urban Affairs and Transportation were the 
only departments to avail themselves of selective calling. 
No clear group policy is evident from the above results 
(Sections 3.6.1.1 to 3.6.1.3). This is supported by the results for 
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In System Now 
Not in System 
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Likely 	- 	25 	6 	- 	17 	7 
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probability of incorporation. For example facsmile is con-
sidered very unlikely for use in the Transportation business 
(question 9A, Appendix 3) however this facility has been chosen 
for use by this department in the past. This lack of direction 
is further emphasized by the lack of information in most 
departments on these facilities. A need for these facilities, 
especially data transmission, has been identified from the - 
results (detailed in Appendix 3) but this need has not been 
well-identified by the potential user (that is not channeled 
into a specific direction). For example Natural Resources 
could use facsimile to transmit maps from base to mobile. 
However this would take a long time for a high quality copy, 
and some study is required before a decision as to a facility's 
suitability for a specific purpose can be made. 

From the questionnaire, very few needs other than those 
mentioned above were put forward. For example no push was 
evidenced for digital communication (due to lack of complaints 
about privacy, spectrum congestion etc.) present voice trans-
mission techniques being seen as adequate for some time to 
come. No need was seen for cellular systems (to alleviate 
congestion) or any other recent sophisticated communication 
techniques. Nor were other more detailed suggestions put 
forward. For example no mention was made by Transportation 
departments for some highway communication scheme for general 
public use. This is possibly due to practical problems such 
as funding, manning of bases, maintenance of repeaters, getting 
the radios into vehicles etc. 

3.6.2 Equipment Costs 

Response for information as to purchase cost or monthly rental 
at which the facilities enumerated above would cease to be •  
worth having was very poorly answered. This is due to the 
lack of information respondents had as to the usefulness of 
the facilities offered, complexities of departmental budgeting 
etc. The very few replies that were obtained showed no 
general pattern as to what a reasonable price might be. 

3.6.3 Departmental Sharing and Control 

Response to the delicate issue of departmental sharing and•  
control was, somewhat understandably, rather poor. Of the 
answered questions,  40% shared their system, federal and 
provincial departments showing no difference. Federal depart-
ments of Natural Resources and Services and Urban Affairs 
'admitted' to sharing their system, in the case of Natural 
Resources with provincial Transportation agencies .(Transporta-
tion originating the system) and for Services and Urban Affairs, 
undisclosed. Provincial Transportation and Natural Resources 
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organisations shared their systems, often, in the case of 
both departments, with police forces who monitor their 
frequencies (Transportation originating). Some provincial 
Natural Resources departments were also found to share 
their facilities with Services and Urban Affairs (NR origin-
ating), and with regional Municipalities (these municipalities 
starting the system). Another Natural Resources provincial 
department shared its equipment with any other department / 
which required this facility (link to the system being by 
telephone line). This system was originated and coordinated 
by a telephone company. A provincial NR department shared 
its facility with a territorial government. 

The provincial NR department sharing with SUA (discussed 
above) was subject to guidelines by this latter agency. A 
provincial HR department was 'controlled' by the Transporta-
tion department of that province. 

These findings agree with previous patterns. Transportation 
and, to a lesser extent, Natural Resources departments initiated 
their systems early on and have developed into large, fairly 
sophisticated systems. Other departments entering into mobile 
communications may often avail themselves of this established 
service particularly if their needs are small and funding low. 
Although some federal/provincial sharing is seen, these agen-
cies will often operate separate systems in the same area. 
It should be feasible to combine more systems, especially 
those that now have their mobile units of each agency monitor-
ing the other's transmissions for coordination. However each 
department would have to receive their own transmissions on 
a priority channel. 

3.6.4 Department of Communications Policy 

Satisfaction in federal communications policy -. -was in general 
expressed, with 100% satisfaction from federal agencies. 83% 
of all provincial governMents considered change in regulations 
unnecessary. These figures may be overly complimentary due to 
the hesitation of many (provincial) departments to enter into 
debate into such topical matters. Knowledge of D.O.C. objectives 
and jurisdiction is also considered meagre in the light of the 
small amount of constructive suggestions and criticism obtained. 
The few suggestions that were received complained largely about 
GRS, with regards to border policy with the U.S.A. (no 
greater details given) and active urging to restrict the use 
of illegal high power GRS transmitters. One government 
employee however expressed the wish to talk to other GRS 
stations 'regardless of location', and also double the power 
of GRS units (amplitude modulation and single side band) 
to get better coverage in isolated areas. 
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' A Human Resources department suggested 'elimination! of 
regulations'fbr transmissions for learning laboratories 
(dictation and language for example). 

This lack of response is also probably due to the personnel 
answering the questionnaire being unaware of their depart-
ment's overall policies and how théy interact with D.O.C. - 
regulations. For example communications division personnel 
of government departments might well be unaware that environ-
mental protection policies viz antennas, and other communi-
cations facilities in wilderness areas and other areas of 
special value were -contemplated (if indeed they are) by 
Natural Resources departments. Or that for example a national 
weather warning system to drivers, hikers etc. was envisaged 
by Transportation (hypothetical). Any extensive application 
of conventional radio communication methods for use by the 
public .on highways would further complicate spectrum 
utilization and •interference problems, but the potential 
value of electronic communication methods on highways is 
very great. 

3.6.5 Emergency Channel 

Question 17, Appendix 3 shows that 78% of all departments 
questionned were in favour of the establishment of an emergency 
channel, distributed evenly between federal and provincial 
respondents. The reader is referred to the questionnaire, 
Appendix 1 for a further description of this 'offered' feature. 
Services and Urban Affairs understandably are not overly 
enthusiastic about this development, their, operations being 
largely city-based. Natural and Human Resources, on the 
other hand are overwhelmingly enthusiastic about this emer-
gency channel. Somewhat surprisingly 40% of the Transportation 
departments questionned were not in favour of this service. This' 
may be due to the fear that emergency service would remove them 
from their primary function. 

3.6.6 Satellite Communications 

For geographically separated mobile radio systems, 55% of the 
departments did not envisage any benefits_ to be gained through 
linking of these systemé by means of an earth satellite commun-
ications facility. 45% of respondents considered this system 
beneficial and no government'organizations had this facility 
already in use. Federal departments considered this service 
somewhat more useful than did provincial agencies, in spite 
of the ability of satellites to assist in province-wide 
communication as well as in nation-wide coverage. As antici-
pated, Natural Resource departments were most in favour of 
coordination of their large systems on a province-wide basis. 
They considered that the facility would reduce atmospheidc 
disturbances rendering their information transmission more 
reliable. Large geographic distances to be carried in the 
north, coupled with low population densities, create communica-
tions systems design problems not normally encountered in 
more populated areas. Thus as systems are enlarged to cover 

entire provinces, use of satellites is widely envisaged as an 
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aid to communication. Transportation departments considered 
that this facility would lead to 'more efficient communica-
tions' but were not specific other, than mentioning that earth 
satellites could replace some or all of a large number of base 
and repeater stations. Services and Urban Affairs, by their 
very nature not concerned with entire coverage of the province 
or precise 'immediate' coordination, were not in favour of the•
suggestion. 

3.7 Conclusions 

A summary of the results discussed in this chapter is given 
below. 

1. 'Private' systems (including GRS and RCCMRS) are most 
prevalent in federal and provincial departments, followed 
by MTS, paging and finally ship-to-shore. Initially 
these 'private' mobile radio systems had a larger hold 
on the service 'market', however paging and MTS systems 
have taken over some of these functions - in recent (last 
5) years. Of these 'private' systems, RCCMRS and GRS 
were and still are less popular than true private sys-
tems. It may thus be most profitable to focus attention 
upon the problems of private users in this sectàr.. 

2. A large proportion of these radio systems started out 
after 1970 and, prior to 1970, departmental radio systems 
were fairly stable (no change in service). An initial 
trend towards GRS seems to have reversed itself in the 
70's, and a move towards RCCMRS occured before 1970 but 
has eased off since. 

3. Inter-worker communication and then dispatch far exceed 
any other categories of use. 

4. Mobile systems in.general operate between 20 and 100 
radios (average of 89 radios per system), or sometimes 
with less than 20 units. These small systems use just 
one base station, whereas the moderately sized systems 
use between 5 and 7. Systems use either one repeater 
station or (the majority) twenty or more radio repeaters. 
66% of these departments deploy less than 20 personal 
portable radios. Over half the systems operate at ranges 
which at times exceed 30 miles and one-quarter of the 
departments operate at over 40 miles maximum range. Very 
few communications networks require less than 10 miles 
range. Nearly all (except the few very large systems) 
use between 2 and 5 frequency channels. 
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5. An increase in the use of personal portables is envisaged, 
especially if a satisfactory automatic in-vehicle repeater 
radio were developed. 

6. Very little swing towards the UHF band is noticed, due 
to the çonsidered adequacy of presently popular high band 
VHF systems. The HF band has all but been abandoned in 
favour of VHF. 

7. Air time is expectedly greater on Monday to Fridays with 
morning and afternoon peaks of 2,2 and 19 minutes in the 
hour between 7 - and 10 a.m. and between 3 and 6 p.m, re-
spectively. At other times (weekends and statutory holi-
days) the level of usage is relatively constant at 
approximately 5 minutes per hour. Reallocation of federal 
and provincial frequency channels to essential services 
e.g. police at weekends could alleviate congestion in 
these services. , 

8. This air time is spent largely upon 'operations', some 
on 'administration' and the very small remainder on 
'public service'. 

9. In general a high degree (68%) of satisfaction was felt 
in the radio equipment presently in use. Private sys-
tems were criticised on account of poor communications 
service in remote Northern regions and insufficient 
provincial funding for these sophisticated systems. 
Complaints concerning GRS followed exactly the type 
detailed in Chapter 2 whilst RCCMRS suffered from similar 
complaints as for private systems. The 'usual' complaints 
about MTS were voiced, namely poor coverage, especially 
in rural areas, and delay in accessing a channel. 

10. The only type of information transfer in general use is 
voice transmission, very little telemetry, remote control 

-etc.  being found. The majority of systems also used 
voice signalling, no strong future need for other types 
being expressed. 

11. The only facilities in present use are facsimile, tele-
type, data terminal, individual selective and selected 
group signalling. Departments in which these and other 
facilities were not implemented had no information on 
these topics and considered it unlikely that these facili-
ties would be introduced, except possibly for individual 
selective and selected group signalling, automatic vehicle 
identification and location. 

12. 40% of the departments that answered this  question  shared 
their system with another agency. Although some federal-
provincial sharing is seen, these departments will often 
operate separate systems in the same area. 



13. As in 12 above many departments declined to answer 
enquiries concerning user satisfaction with D.O.C. 
policy. Of those that replied, satisfaction was, in 
general, expressed. In addition knowledge of D.O.C. 
activities in depth is considered small in the light 
of the low response. 

14. 78% Of the departments questionned were in favour of 
the establishment of en-emergency Channel-. 

15. Departments appeared split as to the benefits of earth 
satellite communications. No satellite systems were'in 
use in the departments sampled. 

68. 
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CHAPTER 4 

MUNICIPAL USERS 

4.1 Introduction 	 - 

This chapter describes user characteristics and needs in 
municipal departments through the country. Following the 	- 
objectives of the study (described in Appendix 2) subjects 
delt with are the present status of mobile radio systems 
in use, their functions and historical development. 
Other characteristics such as size, technical features etc. 
are also discussed'. A section on future needs of this group 
of radio users is then included and finally conclusions and 
recommendations are made on the basis of the preceding sections. 

As before, these topics are discussed at three levels, total, 
regional, and departmental. To maintain a sufficient 
sample in each category, the geographical regions chosen were 
B.C., Prairies (Alberta, Saskatchewan and Manitoba), Ontario, 
Quebec, and the Maritimes (New Brunswick, Prince Edward Island, 
Nova Scotia, and Newfoundland and Labrador). Municipal 
categories chosen are those in general use e.g. police, fire, 
parks, engineering, transit, roads and public works, and 
utilities.  The  results discussed in this chapter are based, 
to a degree, upon the results of the survey, given in 
Appendix 3. 
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4.2 Present Status and Historical Development 

4.2.1 Category of Service Used 

92% of the municipal agencies sampled (192 departments) have 
mobile radio systems. This high percentage justifies, to an 
extent, the niethod of sampling chosen in this category (see - 
Appendix 2). The distribution of service catégory for all 
municipal agencies (and all geographical regions conbined) is 
shown in Table 4.1. From-this table it is seen that private 
systems are, by far, in the majority. As for federal and 
provincial departments, this is  as  expected for publicly-
owned systems. -Private systems are fdllowed in popularity 
by GRS, RCCMRS, paging systeins and ship-to-shore, in that 
order. Similarities in this order with that for federal and 
provincial users are again noted. 

Table 4.1 Present Distribution of Systems by Service Category 

Category of Service 	% of Systems 

Private 	79 

Paging 	 2  

RCCMRS 	 9 

GRS 	 10 

S/S 

The distribution of systems by service category for all agen-
cies when operation first began is shown in Table 4:2, where 
it is seen that approximately the same number of private sys-
tems are in use now as when the systems were first set up. 

Table 4.2 Initial Distribution of Systems by Service Category 

Category of Service 	% of Systems 

Private 	75 

Paging 	 5 

RCCMRS 	 8 

GRS 	 11 

S/S 

MTS 	 1 

The remainder of the picture is also very stable with a small 
drop in number of paging receivers in use since their initia-
tion. This conclusion regarding the stability of municipal 

1 
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systems (in terms of service category) is reinforced by 
results describing detailed information on changes in types 
of service, number of mobile radios etc. Although 60% àf 
those that responeed declared that Chahges had been made, 
these changes, for the most part, were in numbers of mobile 
units,  portables,  repeater stations etc., rather than change 
in service category. A detailed list of types of changes 
ehcountered is included below: 

1. growth and expansion,  in' terms of mobilé vehicles, range 
(more repeaters), etc., e.g. expansion of 'dial-a-bus' 
service, as th è population and city limits increase. 
This is noted for all department types. 

2. portable radios added, especially by fire departments 
for inspection and fire control (especially as high-
rise density increases), by police to improve reliability 
and decrease 'down-time'. 

3. regional government amalgamation, merging of bus companies 
etc. 

4. conversely, separation of departments previously sharing 
a system. (for example the old system to the fire depart-
_ment,.-the new to police), obsolescence of old systems 
etc. 

5. changes to relieve congestion (e.g. from GRS to VHF 
private systems). 

6. addition of paging receivers. 

The distribution of years in which operation started (Table 
4.3) shows a slow increase from the earliest systems (1946- 

Table 4.3 Distribution of Years in which Operation Started 

Year Started 

	

1946 - 50 	11 

	

51 - 55 	10 

	

56 - 60 	19 

	

61 - 65 	16 

	

66 - 70 	19 

	

71 - 75 	26 
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1950) to the 'boom' in the last 5 years. A number of systems 
have thus had considerable time for expansion and development 
of new equipment, services offered etc. Recent increases, 
as mentioned in the introductory chapter, may be attributed to 
more awareness of the advantages to be gained by use of mobile 
radio, these advantages being disseminated by television, the 
press etc. - 

This slow increase (till recently) tends to confirm- the stable 
situation put  forward above. Large increases in attractive-
ness of mobile radio in the past  and, on  account of this, change 
in favour towards one or more service, would have caused an 
upsurge in the number of licences issued in that period. 

4.3 Uses of System 

The uses to which the radio systems of municipal departments 
are put were examined, and showed an upsurge (compared to 
federal and provincial users) in the function of 'dispatch'. 
This is reasonable for the type of services encountered in 
some departments (fire, police, transit). Other departments 
show a predominance of inter-worker communication followed 
by dispatch. 

Dispatch may involve aSsignment of crews to various locations 
both for regular duties and emergencies (engineering, parks, 
roads and public works, police, fire), mobile radio being 
seen as essential for a speedy response to calls, e.g. for 
'dial-a-bus' service. Inter-worker communication adds flex-
ibility to operations, for example change in work assianments 
(engineering, roads and public works„public utilities etc.) 
and administration. It also adds quite a measure of security 
for police, parks officials etc. out on solo patrol. Radio 
is also used for interdepartmental communication, for example 
between police, ambulance and fire departments', municipal to 
provincial police etc. 

4.4 Size of System 

The distribution of number of radio systems operated by each 
department is shown below in Table 4.5, where it is seen that 
most utilize just one system. This is to be expected from 

Table 4.5 Distribution of Number of Radio Systems Operated by 
Each Department 

Number of Systems ' 

1 	79 

2 	13 

3 	' 	7 

Greater than 3 	1 
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efficiency considerations for the moderate and small-sized 
municipalities-that made up the largest portion of the sample. 
This is illustrated by Tables 4.6 and 4.7 which describes 
the area served by departments and the population of this 
municipal area. It is seen that 84% of the departments serve 
an area less than 100 square miles and 73% serve a population 
of less than - one hundred thousand. Very few departments 

Table 4.6. Distribution ofrArea Served by DepartMents 

Area  in SquareMiles 	- % 

Less than 1 	1 

1 - 5 	12 

5 - 15 	22 

15 - 30 	13 

30 - 100 	36 

101  -300 	16 

operate over 3 systems except those with populations over 
one million. 

Table 4.7 Distribution by Population of Area Served by Departments 

Population 

Less than 2000 

2001 - 5000 	 2 

5001 - 10,000 	21 

10,001 - 25,000 	21 

25,001 - 100,000 	29 

100,001 - 250,000 	14 

250,001 - 1 million 	11 

Greater than 1 million 	1 

For these systems the number of base stations will depend 

upon the year operation started, technical sophistication, 
and use to which the system is put. The variation in number 

of base stations required is shown in Table 4.8. 

Table 4.8 Variation in Number of Base Stations per System 

No. Stations 

1 	65 

2 	20 

3 	5 

Greater than 3 	9 



No. 

1 

2 

3 

62 

19 

6 
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In accordance with the moderate population (affecting number 
of requests for assistance etc.) and area (range required 
approximately 10 miles)of most municipalities, in general 
only one or possibly two base stations are used per system. 
Only cities in excess of 250,000 inhabitants and area 100 
square miles make use of more than 3 base stations. The 
distribution ofthe quantity of radio repeaters in service ià 
detailed in Table 4.9 where it is seen that the majority of 
departments wlth repeaters in use require just one, in agree-
ment with the above discussion. The largest systems use 
considerably more than 4 repeaters per system, for areas in 

Table 4.9 Distribution of Number of Radio Repeaters Used 

Greater than 4 	13 

excess  of 100 square miles. 

In each system, following the theme of moderate size,nearly 
half the municipalities have systems with less than 10 radio-
equipped vehicles. This distribution, summed over all depart-
mental categories and geographical regions belies the con-
siderable differences found in individual departments. For 

Table 4.10 Distribution of Number of Radio-Equipped Vehicles 

Number 

1-10 	47 

11 - 20 	18 

21 - 30 	10 

31 - 50 	11 

51 - 70 	6 

Greater than 70 	8 

example more than 10 radio-equipped vehicles are often in 
use in moderately sized police forces (see Appendix 3) where-
as engineering, parks and transit, utilities, roads and 

•  public works bring this figure down. 

The distribution of personal portable radios is given below 
in Table 4.11 where it is clear that in-vehicle mobile radios 
are still more prevalent than the versatile portable. Increase 



Table 4.11 Distribution of Number of Personal Portable 
Radios 

Number 

1 - 5 	76 

6 	10 	.12: 

:11 - 15 	- 	- 	4 

16 - 20 	4 

21 7 40_ 	' 	- 	2 

	

Greater than 40 	2 

in the number of portables is however expected in future 
bringing these distributions in line and perhaps putting 
a portable unit in each radio-equipped vehicle. 

Range used by municipal agencies is, as in previous chapters, 
of considerable importance. Detailed below in Table 4.12 is 
the distribution of coverage actually used by these depart-
ments. Also shown is the area of coverage due to this 
expressed range, based upon a circular pattern. 

Table 4.12 Range Used in Miles and 'Theoretical' Area of 
Coverage 

Range ' Area'of Coverage 
sq. miles 

1 - 5 	25 	3 - 80 

6 - 10 	23 	80+ - 300 

11 - 15 	26 	300+ - 700 

16 - 20 	8 	700f - 1250 

21 - 40 	12 	1250+  - 5000 

Greater than 40 	6 	Greater than 5000 

As anticipated for moderately-sized municipalities, ranges of 
below 15 miles constitute three-qu'arters of all replies. 
From comparison of the theoretical area of coverage,  Table 
4.12 and actual area served by the departments, (modelled 
statistically as circular in shape) it would appear that 
the range capability of the mobile radio systems tends to 
exceed the defined area of coverage of that department. 

.Most of these systems operate on just one or possibly two 
channels. Less than 12% of the municipal departments Make 
use of 3'or more channels, as noted from the percentages of 

Table 4.13. 

75. 
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Table 4.13 Distribution by Number of Radio Channels 
- 

Number 

	

1 	66 

	

- 2 	23 

	

3 	 4 

	

4 	 3 

	

5 	 1 

	

Greater 	than 5 	3 

Thus a typical system might operate one or possibly two 
base stations, employ_one automatic repeater station, operate 
10 radio-equipped vehicles and 5 portable radios. These 
mobile radios operate on one channel at a range of 15 miles 
or less. 

The development of mobile radio to these present proportions 
is showni, to an extent, by the following tables showing average 
numbers of mobile radios in use for the start of operation, 
1965 and 1970. From Table 4.14 we obtain corroboration of 

Table 4.14 Average Number of Mobile Radios at Start, 1965, 
and 1970 

Average No. 

Start 	37 

1965 	52 

1970 	92 

Section 4.2.1 that over half the systems started operation 
before 1965. This is probable from the increase in average num-
ber of mobile radios from the start, 1965 and 1970. These 
average figures are considerably different from 'typical' 
figures due to the larger municipalities having a large number 
of radio-equipped vehicles. The average numbers of personal 
two-way portables for these three times are shown in Table 
4.15. 

Table 4.15 Average Number of Portables at Start, 1965, 
and 1970 

Average No. 

Start 	10 

1965 	5 

1970 	15 
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It is seen that many departments introduced personal portables 
at a later time than radio-equipped cars, that iÈ after-1965 
and before 1970. The ratio of vehicular mobile units to per-
sonal portables has dropped Ërom 10 to. i in 1965 tb 6 to 1 
in 1970 and is - expected to have fallen further since then.- 

4.5 TechniCal Features 

For comparison of communications facilities of. Municipal and 
other users, municipal agencies were asked for information' 
*concerning certain technical Éeatures of their systems. 

4.5.1 Frequency Band Used 

The distribution of radio systems by frequency band used is 
given in Table 4.16. 

Table 4.16 Distribution of Radio System by Frequency Band 
in Use 

Frequency 

HF 

LB VHF 	3 

HB VHF 	90 

UHF 	7 

An overwhelmingly large sector is in occupation of high band 
VHF channels. As for federal and provincial users the HF 
bands have been left in favour of the greater reliability of 
the higher frequencies. Similarly little use of the UHF band 
is seen, at present. This shift away from the lower frequen-
cies is illustrated in question 9H, Appendix 3 with UHF 
systems originating in the last 5 years. 

MM. 
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4.5.2 Minutes of Air Time 

4.5.2.1 Total Picture 

Certain land mobile services such as police and fire may - 
show fairly low occupancy on a particular frequency, except 
during emergencies (which .may last from  a few minutes to a 
few days) at which times  trafic  density becomes very high 
and may esien approach saturation. _ 

The average number of minutes of 'air time' per hour used 
through the day,  Monda  y to Friday, Saturday, Sundays, and 
statutory holidays is shown in Table 4.17, for services 
other than police and fire. 

Table 4.17 Average Number of Minutes Air Time Per Hour 

Departments 	Periods through the day 

0-77 7-10-  10-12-  12-15-  15-18 -  18-24 -  

Engineer 	9 	24 	26 	22 	22 	15 

Parks 	5 	17 	20 	21 	15 	14 _ 

Transit 	13 	32 ' 	23 	35 	31 	28 
Mon. 

Utilities 	5 	21 	22 	23 	20 	9 	to 
Fri. 

Roads & Public 
Works 	17 	17 	17 	17 	16 	11 

Total 	10 	22 	•22 	24 	21 	15 

Engineer 

Parks 

Transit 

Utilities 

Roads & Public 
Works 

Total 

Engineer 

Parks 

Transit 

Utilities 

Roads & Public 
Works 

Total 

	

9 	10 

5 

	

10 	19 

4 	10 

	

15 	14 

	

10 	12 

8 	7 

5 

	

6 	8 

	

4 	7 

	

3 	9 

	

5 	7  

	

10 	11 	13 	12 

	

10 	4 	7 	4 

	

14 	28 	20 	24 

	

9 	9 	10 	7 	Saturday 

	

9 	9 	9 	11 

	

10 	12 	12 	12 

5 	5 	6 	9 

5 	3 	5 	. 	4 

7 	8 	7 	10 

5 	6 	7 	5 Sunday 

9 	9 	9 	10 

6 	6 	7 	8 



Table 4.17 Cont'd 

Departments 	Periods through the day 	
. 

. , 0-7 -  7-10-  10-12 -  12-15-  15-18 -  18-24 -  

Engineer ._ 	8 ' 	- 9 	6 	6. 	7 	10 

Parks 	. - 	: 	- 	1 	. 	5 - 	. 7 - 	- - 	4 	4' 	
. 

Transit 	_ 	' 5 	S --- 	7 	8 	• . - 7 	
V 	

-10. 

Utilities 	4 	7 	5 	6 	• 7 • 	5 . Statutory 
. -Roads & Public 11 - '10 	10 - 	10 	10 	

-11 Holidays 
 

Works 	- 

Total 	6 	8 	7 	7 .• 	7 	- 	8.  

As expected, air time is greater on Monday to Friday than at 
other times with daily usage fairly constant  at about 22 
minutes in the hour except for lower rates before 7 am and after 
6 pm. This constant rate contrasts with morning and afternoon 
peaks  of 22 minutes and 19 minutes respectively for federal 
and provincial users. Usage in municipal government between 
6 pm and 7 am is considerably higher than for federal and 
provincial governments. This may be expected from the more 
essential service nature of many municipal departments. 
This higher level of usage is also noted on Saturdays with 
average usage times of about 12 minutes per hour. Sundays and 
statutory holidays show similar patterns of traffic with usage 
around 7 minutes in the hour for all government levels. This 
decrease in radio air time could be utilized by public 
safety organizations with greater needs at weekends and at 
night(CF business users during the day, tv UHF channels at night). 

4.5.2.2 Regional Variation 

Usage patterns are detailed in Table 4.18 below (by regions 
across the country). They seem to be . very similar for all 
regions except that: usage on Mondays to Fridays in the 'West' 
appears to be less than for other regions; and Ontario and 
Quebec appear to have a higher rate of air time per hour than 
the other regions. 
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Table 4.18 Average Air Time Per Hour By Regions 

Region 	Periods through the day 
I 	_ 

7-10-  10-12-  12-15-  15-18 -  18-24 -  

BC 	- 	4 	24 	22 	24 	23 	6 

WEST (Alta,Sask 
Man) - 	15 	18 	15 	18 ' 	19 	- 16 

ONT. 	11 	25 	- - 24 	28 - ' 23 	19 

QUE 	11 	19 	27 . 	27 	18 	
12 Mon t 

EAST (NB,PEI.,. - 
NS,NFLD) 	15 	29 	30 	28 	29 	28 

BC 	3 	5 	. 5 	5. 	5 	6 

WEST 	7 	11 	12 	11 	9 	13 

ONT 	12 	17 	12 ' 	13 	15 	11 Saturday.  

QUE 	16 	7 	7 	7 	7 	11 

EAST 	15 	10. 	10 	38 	28 	33 

BC 	2 	3 	2 . 	2 	4 	4 
, 

WEST 	6 	9 	6 	6 	7 	10 

ONT 	10 	8 	8 	7 	8 	8 	Sunday 

QUE 	11 	8 	7 	8 	8 	,12 

EAST 	- 	5 	5 	5 	5 

BC 	2 	5 	3 	. 3 	5 	. 	5 

WEST 	7 	10 	8 	9 	9 	11 

ONT 	7 	9 	7 	7 	8 	8 Statutory 

QUE 	7 	7 	7 	7 	7 	8 Holiday  

EAST 	5 	5 	5 	5 	5 

4.5.2.3 Departmental Variation 

During the week transit departments followed by engineering 
appear to have the most usage (with peaks of 35 and 26 minutes 
respectively). Utilities, parks, roads and public works then 
follow (in that order). This order (see question 8, Appendix 
3) is maintained at weekends and on statutory holidays except 
for an increase in usage by roads and public works relative 
to the other departments. Utilities shows very little usage 
before 7 am during the week, a build-up to 'maximum' between 
10 am and 3 pm and then a slow decline until midnight, in 
keeping with previous results. (4) In côntrast,from this 
reference police usage remains relatively constant except 
for a decrease between 3 and 6 am. 
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4.5.3 Time Spent on Operations, Administration and Public - 
Service 

The distribution of systems by percentage air-time devoted to 
operations:is laid out in Table 4.19. 

Table 4.19 Distribution of Air Time Dedicated to Operations 

% of . -Air Time 	% Distribution 

0-20 	 6 

21 - 40 	 4 

41 - 60 	 14 

61 - 80 	 22 

81 - 100 	 54 
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As expected this function takes up a large percentage of 
air time. Ovér half the systems spend over 80% of their 
air time on operations. The distribution of air time used 
for administrative purposes is given in Table 4.20, where, 
in accord with the findings above nearly three7quarters of 
all muniCipal radio systems spend less than 20% of their 

Table 4.20 _Distribution of Air Time Dedicated to Administration 

% of Air Time - 	% Distribution 

0 - 20 	- 	 72 

21 - 40 	 13 

41 - 60 	 . 10 

61,- 80 	 -- 

81 - 100 	 5 

'radio time' on this function. The distribution of air time 
devoted to public service is described by Table 4.21 below, 

Table 4.21 Distribution of Air Time Dedicated to Public Service 

% of Air Time 	% Distribution 

0 - 20 	 62 

21 - 40 	 9 

41 - 60 	 5 

61 - 80 	 3 

81 - 100 	 20 

with anticipated weighting towards little or no public service 
by the majority  of the municipal departments, with however 
20% of those sampled spending over 80% of their time on this 
function (e.g. police, fire). 

4.5.4 Adequacy of System 

A large proportion (83%) of the systems was considered adequate 
by the 'department concerned. Complaints that were received 
are discussed below in terms of the municipal departments 
originating the criticism. 

4.5.4.1 Police (Municipal, Provincial and Federal sampled) 

Police were among the first to develop land mobile radio in 
cars and because of this long period in the field and great 
importance of their role, are very eloquent in their criticism 
of present systems and demand for more sophisticated techniques. 
Their major complaints are : 

1. desire for additional channels. For example simplex oper-
ation on only 2 VHF low band frequencies causes congestion 
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and  mutual interference. When skip conditions are pre-
valent addltional interference is experienced from aut-
side the area. 

2. Increase in pciwer. Due to the necessity for good coverage, 
- police forces utilise a larger number of repeaters per 
system than any other user. In spite of this, great 
concern Was expressed over the pàor quanty of base- , 

_ vehicle:communication, especially with fast-moving police 
cars travelling along crowded highways. -Suggestions for 
greater power output of transmitters and more repeaters 

• 
- were made. 	_ 	- 

3. the availability of two-way radio with the police officer 
(personal portable) with in-car repeaters would signifi-
cantly increase what that officer can accomplish. 

4. Inter-system communications for police forces with over-
lapping jurisdictions could be improved greatly. 

5. Lack of privacy due to high quality (plus auto-scan) 
receivers being available to the general public. Auto-
matic channel switching would eliminate part of the 
problem, but scrambling and digital communications are 
seen as the main solutions. Even some frequency scram-
bling techniques however are readily vulnerable to 
'attack' by the determined criminal element. (5) 

4.5.4.2 Fire 

Complaints from fire departments were mainly concerned with 
interference, congestion and the need for an emergency 
frequency, kept clear at other times, and monitored by other 
public safety organisations in their own and adjoining 
municipalities. 

4.5.4.3 Other Departments 

Engineering, public works, public utilities and transit 
companies complained about skip interference, congestion of 
channels, and the need for better mobile units. Complaints 
were received from public works departMents concerning the 
lack of automatic vehicle identification (AVI). 

4.5.5 Facilities Provided 

The distribution of type of signalling used is shown in Table 
4.22 and shows that the majority of systems still use (entirely) 
•voice signalling. Some individual and group signalling is 
employed, particularly by police departments while less than 
one per cent used paging to signal intent to communicate, 
probably due to lack of coverage and its  inhérent  one-way nature. 



Table 4.22 Distribution by Signalling Technique 

Type of Signalling 

Voice .. 	81" 

Individual Selective 	10 

• Group Selective 	- - 9 

: Paging - 
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Greater use of individual and group selective signalling is 
ex-pected because . thè number of separate police forces, for 
example, is on the  decrease but the size of each  •reformed 
department will naturally tend to increase, causing further 
problems of congestion and voice queuing for messages. The 
same is true for other municipal departments following the 
trend towards amalgamation of municipalities. This use would 
of course be accelerated by reductions in cost and availability 
of equipment compatible with that in service. 

4.6 Future Needs 

4.6.1 Future Incorporation of Technical Facilities 

Of the facilities suggested in the questionnaire (see Appendix 
1), all but slow scan television, and automatic vehicle 
location (AVL) were found to be in use somewhere. This 
contrasts strongly with federal and provincial agencies. The 
facilities most in use by municipal departments were individual 
selective signalling, then group signalling and data terminal, 
and finally an even distribution of the other facilities. 
Percentages of departments with these facilities are shown in 
Table 4.23. This hierarchy of favouritism discussed above 
is understandable in view of the developing unwieldiness of 
regional municipal departments in terms of size of mobile 
fleet, and in the light of the somewhat prohibitive costs.. 
For example AVL, in the minds of many departments, is limited 
from widespread  use by economics. Future users of this 
facility might include law enforcement agencies, emergency 
vehicles, city government vehicles, city utilities, urban 
mass transit vehicles (bus, 'dial-a-ride' etc.) etc. The 
application of AVL must address various operational method-
ologies including (a) fixed route (e.g. buses) (b) random 
route (e.g. police) (c) free agent (police on  patrol (d) 
critical time schedule vehicles (school bus for example) 
(e) emergency vehicles (f) vehicles operating through a small 
fraction of the day, or a large fraction, etc. That is, AVL 
systems would have to be developed preferably with variable 
location accuracy, minimum impact on existing radios, multiple 
mode of operation, application to cities of any size and low 
initial and operating costs! (6) Practically none of the city 
departments without a facility had any information on its 
benefits, cost etc. 
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In System Now 
Not in System 

Table 4.23 Incorporation of Technical Facilities 	. , 

Facsimile Teletype Data Terminal Slow Scan TV CAD(E)' CIV(F) 
% 	% 	% 	Q. 

1 	2 	8 	- 	1 	.1  
99 	98 	92 	100 	99 	99 

Info. on Facility 	1 	 - 
No infor. 	99 	100 	100 	100 	,100 	100 

Incorporation ? 
Def. not 	47 	49 	36 	43 	. 35 	34 
Unlikely 	42 	35 	42 	45 	. 44 	47 
Undecided 	5 	10 	9 	7 	' 	6 	6 
Likely 	5 	5 	12 	6 	14 	12 
Definite 	1 	1 	1 	 1 	1 

Incorporation ? 
Next 5 years 	62 	57 	72 	49 	58 ' 	57 
Later 	38 	43 	28 	51 	42 	43 
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Table 4.23 contid 

In System Now 
Not in System 

CRV(G) 	Ind. Sel. Sig. 	Group Sig. 	AVI(J) 	AVL(K) 

	

1 	9 	8 	1 ' 	
_ 

	

99 	91 	92 	99 	1 .00 , 

Info. on Facility 	- 
No info. 	100 	100 	100 	100 	100, , , 	

. 
Incorporation ? 
Def. not 	37 	24 	26 	28 	, ,.30 
Unlikely 	43 	36 	40 	43 	39 
Undecided 	6 	15 	15 	12. 	14 
Likely 	14 	21 	18 	16 	16 
Definite 	1 	2 	2 	2 	1 , 

Incorporation ? 
Next 5 years 	55 	70 	62 	60 	52. 
Later 	45 	30 	38 	40 	48 
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In agreement with the loregoing discussion individual selective 
and selected group signallihg were considerèd to be  thee-most 
likely to be added to existing systems, probablsr. with the next 
5 years. Following these, AVI, AVL, computer-aided dispatch, 
CRV,. CIV and data terminal were considered (in the order 
Presented) .  to be of likely  incorporation  with slight emphasis 
upon incorpo-ration Within the next 5:years. Little future - 

• use . of facàiMile,_teletype and slow scàn.television is anti- 
: 

4.6.1.1 Police Needs 

Police needs and future facility requirements receiYed special 
attention due to their importance and the large nàmber of 
mobile units and base transmitters in operation. Future 
needs are enumerated below, in line with previous surveys. (7) 

1. Computer-aided dispatch, namely the automatic routing of 
message traffic, automatic frequency assignment, push-
button initiated generation of messages, error rejection, 
dispatcher display system, back-up computer, supervisor 
override etc., was considered very desirable in large 
-urban areas (e.g. not by RCMP with. an often 'rural' role), 

2. High speed access to information (e.g. CPIC computer 
system). Land line communication to regional police 
forces takes a lot of narrative traffic'off the air. 

3. Some mobile data device use e.g. facsimile, teletype, 
etc  % is envisaged, however these facilities would increase 
radio congestion considerably. 

4. Separate tactical (working) and administrative channels 
would be preferable. 

5. 911 emergency number-.,public demand not very vocal, system 
fraught with practical difficulties. 

6. Full-text digital communication is eventually seen as a 
large part of the answer to security problems, reduction 
in channel utilization, improved response time'etc. 

7. Automatic vehicle location can improve police operations 
by significantly reducing response time, by permitting 
dynamic redeployment of forces. 
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4.6.1.2 Medical Needs 	- 
- 

There is a need for more flexible and expanded  radio  cap-
abilities to meet emergency medical services (EMS) communic-
ations requirements. (8,9) They must provide for the 
intercommunication of law enforcement agencies, ambulances, 
ambulance dispatchers ' emergency receiving facilities and 	. 
other health care institutions and - medical practitioners. 
_Two-way vàice  communication iS needed between the various 	- 
elements of the EMS, sometimes over  largee-geographic areas 
with a very sparse population located in relatively few 
-population centres in the Canadian north. This mobile radio 
system would-lesson reporting-time of accidents, coordinate 
activities of ambulances responding to a call for help, 
lessen their response time, and allow ambulance operators 
to seek assistance from doctors and other personnel. In an 
EMS system there are three types of communication sub-systems 
(a) hospital administration (b) command/control and dispatch 
(c) talk from a doctor and telemetry - the transmission of 
critical function.  data  from sensors on the patient to a 
remotely located doctor. Because of the danger of interference 
causing errors in diagnosis, channel allocation must 
receive special attention. Telemetry must be maintained 100% 
of the time while still permitting the driver to maintain 
continuous command/control communications. Access to the 
EMS system should be provided for the general public, CB 
and amateur radio users. 

Mobile radio could be further used for delivery of primary 
health care to remote areas using voice, slow scan video 
and long-range biomedical telemetry. Use of telemetry  Sis  
on the increase. Unlicensed, with ranges of 100-200 feet 
telemetry can be used for hospital intensive care, sensors 
for athletes' performance etc. Larger range telemetry can 
be used for tracking the pattern of living of animals, e.g. 

for bird migration cattle for location and information on 
their energy use Ac. 

More social consciousness is needed in the medical use of 
mobile radio. The development of non-vocal communications 
devices should be encouraged for the handicapped and deaf. 
Also special communications devices for high level spinal 
injuries etc. (e.g. if person can only move eves, màuth etc). 
Mobile radio could also be used to keep the aged out of 
institutions, leaving these homes for chronic patients only. 
For thé  aged at home, a cireat anxiety is not having help at 
hand. If the person wears a transmitter he could alert a 
neighbour or a central location in case of a fall or other 
accident. 
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4.6.2 Equipment Costs - 	
- • 	. 

The response for inLmation as to purchase cost or monthly 
rental at which the,facilities enumerated above (section - 
A.6.1) wouid Cease to be worth- having is laid out in Table 
4 -..24. It is seen that almost all municipal departments 
want to purchase these'facilitiès cp.itright,_due.to their 
spending power and_lorig-term savings to be made. 

Costs per mobile  for.  these facilities tend to vary consider-
ably from one respondent to another, however in general 
$3000.00 is considered the maximum cost per mobile. Costs 
of 'Add-On' to base stations are seen to vary even more than 
costs per mobile. The departments most able to quote desired 
figures were police, fire and transit authorities. 
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Table 4.24 Response to Cost of Facility (Individual Responses) 

Facility 	. No. of Vehicles 	Cost per Mobile Cost of"Add-Ony Purchase Monthly 
to Base Station ' 	Rental 

$ 	$ 	, 
Facsimile 	10 	3000 	5000 	S P 

	

20 	3000 	5000 	' 	. 	P, 

Teletype 	25/35 	500 	3000 ' 	, ' P ' 

	

. 	, 
 (hard copy) 	10 	3000 	5000 	
iD 	

, 

	

20 	3000 	500d . 	: P 
 

Data Terminal 	5 (dispatch to 	260 	
. p  , 

mobile) 	S ' 	. 
50 (mobile to 

	

dispatcher) 	150 	500 . 	' T 

	

176 	3000 ' 	528,000 	' 	P . 	. 

	

65 	3000 	10,000 	' I. 	P 

	

20 	3000 	5000 	' 	P 

	

13 	1500 	4000 	lo 

Slow Scan 	84 (mobile to 	3000 	- 	20,000 	' P 	. 
Television 	Dispatcher) 

	

20 	3000 	5000 

	

3 	800 	4000 

	

25/35 	500 	3000 

	

18 	800 	380 

	

176 	3000 	528,000 

	

65 	' 	10,000 	1.8 million(3 
facility pack- P 
age) 

	

84 	3000 	20,000 	P 

	

20 	3000 

	

13 	1500 	4000  

Computer Assisted 
Dispatch 

5000 	. 	P 



Table 4.24 Cont'd 

Facility 	No. of Vehicles 

84 	3000 20,000 	P 

11111111M111111111111111111M111111111M11111 11 11111111111111111111111MM I111111111111111M111•111111  

Cost per Mobile Cost of 'Add-On''Purchase Monthly 
to Base Station 	0 	Rental 

Computer Input 
from Vehicle 

Computer Retrieval 
from vehicle 

Individual Selective 
Signalling 

Selected Group 
Signalling 

	

3 	800 	4000 

65 	10,000 	1.8 million 

65 	3000 	10,0 0 0 	,' P 

84 	3000 	2 0 , 000 	P 
20 	3000 	5000 	P 

3 	800 	4000, 	, 	' .P 

18 	800 	- 	' 	P 

	

176 	3000 	528,000 	, '' 	P 

65 	10,000 	1.8 million , 	P 

65 	3000 	10,000 	P 

13 	1500 	4000' 	, P 

45 	300 	800 	' P 

	

3/4 	500 	500 	P 

18 	800 	- 	. 	P 

84 	3000 	20,000 	, 	P 

	

6 	1000 	1500 ' 	' 	P 

45 	300 	800 	P 
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Table 4.24 Cont'd 

Facility 	No. of Vehicles 	Cost per Mobile Cost of 'Add-On' Purchase Monthly 
to Base Station 	Rental 

$ 	$'  
, 

Automatic Vehicle 	70 	10-15 	200 	' P 
Identification 

	

45 	300 	800 . . 

	

176 	3000 	528,000. 	' , P' 

	

65 	3000 	10,000 	. P. 	' 

	

84 	, 	3000 	20,000 	, P , 

	

13 	1500 	4006 	,. P 	, 

	

19 	200 	1500, 	. 	P 

	

6 	500 	1000 	P . 

	

200 	3000 	20,000 

Automatic Vehicle 	50 	 . '• 	20/mo. 
Location 	 , i. 	extra 

. 	45 	300 	800 

	

176 	500 	88,000 

	

79 	3000 	1 million 

	

13 	4000 	* 

*cost not warranted fOr dial-a-bus alone 

	

84 	3000 	20,000 

	

19 	200 	1500 

9' 	200  

	

6 	500 	1000 

tn-) 
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4.6.3 Departmental Sharing and Guidelines 

41% of the departments questionned shared their radio facility 
with at least one other department. Police  systems were 
initiated by either themselves or a neighbouring (previously 
established) police system. Police radio networks were also 
established; in some instances, by fire departments, private 
companies, roads and public works departments and in one 
instance by a university. Fire departments were started into 
mobile radio by (other than themselves) police and public work 
agencies. 

Emergency departments, if helped to start from outside, Used 
systems first operated by either fire departments, utilities, 
public works, and parks departments. Public works started out 
on fire department and police systems while utilities and parks 
developed their own systeMs (for the respondents who answered). 
Detailed response to this question was poor and from the rather 
meagre number of respondents no clear pattern develops as to 
which department leads in the development of systems for other 
agencies. It would appear however that, as expected, police and 
fire systems are not shared by the other departments, which are 
not so public safety orientated. In addition, systems in a 
municipality were usually (97%) started in that same city, and 
two-thirds of the departmental systems were first started by that 
same department. 

The only guidelines and directives noted from a provincial 
agency aimed towars muniCipalities were from 'Transportation' 
departments. These restrictions were 'regulations on heights 
of towrs at some locations in the city', and 'slow processing 
of applications'. Federal D.O.C. restrictions and suggestions 
for change are enumerated in the next section. 

4.6.4 Department of Communication Policy 

Complaints regarding D.O.C. policy were numerous in this user 
category and are enumerated below. 

4.6.4.1 Frequency Allocation 

1. In the opinion of some departments the D.O.C. should take 
more care in monitoring all new frequencies before issuing 
that channel to a department. A fire department was issued 
frequencies in 1971 which interfered with a large city 
police system in the United States and considerable cost 
was incurred by the fire department in changing those 
frequencies. Departments felt that the D.O.C. should take 
some responsibility in changes required to equipment if the 
assigned frequency is found to be unsuitable. More mobile 
laboratories and other methods for the characterization 
and measurement of man-made electromagnetic 'noise' in the 
urban, suburban, and rural environment could be used for 
this purpose. 
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2. Fire-fighting agencies also complained that no frequency 
allocation was available in the 'fire-band' range. A 
suggestion was put forward that a study should be under-
taken by the D.O.C. to have the fire band' range cleared 
of all non-fire equipment so that when a county mutual 
aid repeater system or other fire department needs a 
frequency allocation, it would be more readily available. 
D.O.C. in one case first proposed a frequency completely 
outside the fire-band range, which was totally unacceptable 
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to the fire department.- The department in question has 
been attempting for a year to have frequencies allocated 
so that radio communications are maintained over àounty 
boundary lines. D.O.C. have proposed two frequency pairs 
in the fire-band range by splitting existing frequency 
channels and the pairs proposed have gone for coordination 
in Ottawa and Washington. _ 	 _ 	_ 

3. 1 Police"departments also-comfilained about the - difficulty  s. 
in obtaining extra frequenàies, both - in high band and . low 

- 	band VHF, 

4. Some agencies would consider it a courtesy if D.O.C. 
could inform them when the frequency used by that depart-
ment is to be allocated to and shared by another depart-
ment. The number of mobile units on many of these shared - 
frequencies was considered excessive. 

5. Electrical Utilities requested that they be classified as 
'essential services' to assist in allocation of more 
(needed) frequencies. Emergency services should be exempt 
from frequency sharing. 

6. Police departments suggested that when 2 adjacent channels 
are coordinated for use, the interstitial frequency 
should be coordinated automatically (for that department) 
for such use as tone control, alarms, surveillance devices 
etc.Low power one-way non-voice biomedical telemetry 
operations of the low-power user such as at airports, 
stadia, racetracks, office buildings, construction sites, 
shipyards, farms etc. could be permitted on off-set fre-
quencies. 

7. Transit departments considered the local D.O.C. office very 
restrictive in allocation of channels. 'There are 4 duplex 
channels approved nation-wide for use by transit authori-
ties: One department had difficulty in obtaining use of 
two of them. This department was unsure whether 'uncoop-
erative' attitudes are D.O.C. policy or just local inter-
pretation. 

8. Public works departments had considerable trouble, in 
some instances, in getting frequency assignments for 
repeater operation. In some cases tenders for equipment 
went out on the basis of VHF frequencies. D.O.C. is ur-
ging use of UHF frequencies and consequently the department 
had to retender, at considerable extra cost and delay, 
since very few suppliers make equirment in the new 410 - 
420 MHz band. This restricts bidding and may result in 
overpricing. D.O.C. and municipal departments should be 
in closer contact, keeping each other aware of market 
conditions, frequency allocation policy etc., before 
making decisions of this nature. 

9. Some departments requested that their  GRS systems be 
allocated other frequencies than are now available. 
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4.6.4.2 Privacy 

Great concèrn was expressed with regards to the security 
of systems. The D.O.C. was urged to prohibit the sale of 

• receivers capable of monitoring messages in fire and police 
frequencies. For example fire departments are experiencing 
road traffic problems at the scene 6f _a fire due to persons 
responding - to the location on paging and group call. The 
s_ale of reCeiver crystals for these VHF and UHF- emergency 
service bands should not be-permitted through commercial 	- 

- outlets, to avoid panic during emergency situations, crowd 
and_traffic control etc -. Concern regarding the sale of 
'scanners' was expressed by the police. 

4.6.4.3 Miscellaneous 

1. Interference from other local antennas e.g. t.v., was 
cited as a source for major irritation. 

2. The coordination corridor at the U.S. border should be 
widened (directional antennas would help). 

3. Equipment specification minima should be upgraded as 
technology changes - possibly every five years, and 
lightweight programmable test sets should be available 

(:)r  testing all aspects of a mobile communication system. 

4.6.5 Emergency Channel 

71% of respondents were in favour of the setting up of an 
emergency channel. 

4.7 Conclusions 

A summary of the results discussed in this chapter is given 
below. 

1. Private systems are most prevalent in municipal depart-
ments, followed in popularity by GRS, RCCMRS, paging 
systems and ship-to-shore, in that order. When  •the 
systems were first started the distributions were very 
similar, indicating a stable situation. 

2. A large proportion of these radio systems started prior 
to 1965 with a steady increase in number of licences 
issued until the last 5 year period when a sudden surge 
occurred. 

3. .Dispatch  and inter-worker communication form a large 
part of the functions of these departments. 

4. Departments in general operate just one system serving 
an area less than 100 square miles and a population of 
less than one hundred thousand. Very few departments 

1 
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had over 3 systems except those with population over 
one million. 

.5. 	In . general only one or possibly two base . stations-are 
used per system, and jUst-one repeater station.) Larger 

- systems use considerably more than 4 repeaters per system.. 

	

- for are-as in excess of 100 square miles. Nearly half 	_- 

•
' - the mufticipalities have systems'With leàs than 10 . radio-. 

equipped vehicles,. though sbme  departments  may vary. - 
considerably.from this typical figure._ 

_Iii7vehiCle_mobile radios are still more-prevalent than 
portables but the  .ratio has been decreaSing since 1965: 

7. Ranges of below 15 miles constitute three-quarters of 
all replies. . It appears that often the range capability 
of the mobile radio systems tends to exceed the defined 
area of coverage of that department. 

8. Most of these systems operate on just one or possibly 
two channels. Less than 12% make use of 3 or more. 

9. An overwhelmingly large sector of municipal users occupies 
the high band VHF channel, having abandoned HF. UHF 
systems have developed over the last 5 years to their 
present 7% of the 'market'. 

10. Most of the departments spend a great  de-al of their time 
on operations, rather than administration. 'Public 
Service' is carried out only by public safety organisa-
tions. 

11. Satisfaction was expressed by 83% of the sample regarding 
system  satisfaction. The majority of complaints, detailed 
in Section 4.5.4, were from police departments. 

12. Many systems .  still use voice signalling and some (19%) 
individual and group calling is employed, particularly 
by police forces. This use is expected to increase. 

13. Facilities . most in use were individual selective signalling, 
and data terminal, and finally an even distribution of 
the other facilities. 

14. Individual selective and selected group signalling were 
considered to be the most likely to be added to existing 
systems, probably within the next 5 years. Following 
these, AVI, AVL, CAD, CRV, CIV (see Appendix 1 for 
definitions) and data terminal were considered (in the 
order presented) to be of likely incorporation. 	 • 
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15. Police departments declared needs for computer-aided 
dispatch, high speed access to information; and_full-
text digital communication. 

16. 41% of the departments questionned shared their facility 
with another agency. The only . guidelines these depart- 
mènts were subject to were from provincial 'Transportation' _ 
departments and the.federal D.O.C.. 

17. Complaints regarding D.O.C. policy were numercius and côn- -  
sisted of criticism concerning (a) frequency allocation 

- - policy (b)- security against eavesdropping (c) interference 
(d) coordination policy (e) and equipment standards. 

18. 71% of the respondents were in favour of the setting up 
of an emergency channel. 

Many departments would appreciate a lead by the D.O.C. in 
the development of AVI and AVL systems. Initially this 
might involve computer simulations of system responses, 
giving information such as the maximum number of vehicles 
that could be handled, number of channels needed, energy 
saving in comparison to a system without AVI or AVL, degree 
of control sophistication needed etc. In a somewhat similar 
vein the D.O.C. could investigate the improvements in 
service to mobile stations and the more effective use of 
equipment at a base station by the use of mini-computer 
control (not necessarity with AVI and AVL). 

Small non-users (and users), to obta,in the advantages of a 
large system such as wide coverage, 'private' service, low 
delay etc. should cooperate in large groups (with D.O.C. 
assistance?) for the pùrposes of system design and licensing. 
In spite of the practical difficulties, this scheme could 
enable more 'non-users' to obtain the benefit of radio 
communication (e.g. by the use of community repeaters)-. 
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CHAPTER 5 

• CONCLUSIONS 

The present and-future needs of mobile radio users in Canada 
- have been examined. Methods-used for tàis purpose consist 
of literature searches, personal interviews with both 
individual users and user groups, end-a questionnaire-type 

- survey carried - out across _the- country. -  _ - 

Explosive growth in the M i s has been seen in all three 
categories of users. The business and commercial sector, 

- which comprisés the largest number of land mobile licensees, 
has experienced the highest growth rates. In this sector 
a significant number of users are already operating a second 
type of service, such as paging, GRS, ship-to-shore or MTS, 
in addition to their normal private two-way system. This 
trend appears likely to increase. In municipal, provincial 
and federal government departments, private systems predom-
inate with few secondary services in employ. 

• The recent heightened interest in C.B. in the U.S.A. appears 
to be spilling over into Canada, for private pleasure pur-
poses. Historically however many business users have found 
both GRS and MTS unsatisfactory because of congested traffic 
and interference, and have turned to private systems. 
Government users have never introduced GRS in large quantities. 
C.B. has shown the potential rapid growth of any  of the 
categories of service. For example a large common carrier 
system could arise if MTS became a standard option on 
automobiles (GRS also possible here). 

Long distances, in excess of 40 miles radius are now being 
achieved by many systems and more users are forcasting 
the need for greater distances in the next 5 years. This 
may well suggest the need for some other form of regional 
or nation-wide service embodying the traditional fast access 
features of private dispatch, but having roaming capability 
more like MTS with emphasis on most main roads as well as into 
the more sparsely populated regions. 

It appears, in all sectors, that lower equipment costs could 
trigger an increase in the number of mobile radios within 
existing systems as well as stimulate demand for new systems.•
The D.O.C. could invent possible scenarios using these new 
systems to determine the relative savings potential and time 
necessary to implement the new system. As prices lower, not 
only will demand for services increase, but usage patterns 
and service requirements could shift as previous non-users of 
all types begin using these services. 
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I. 

Hi 

The thirst for greater.sophistication in equipment is quite 
evident and during the next 5-years several faCilities will 
becôme considerably more commonplace In the - business sector', 
automatic vehidle identification and location is expected-to 

_gain a fair degree of popularity. Other facilities . such-às 
in-car .  t=eIetype, facsimile, slow scan television and computer 
access will come into - increasing.use_along_with voice_ plus 
data.  bile to - the reluctance of.thè  major  Èùppliers to enter 
_into_cobpèrative Ventures .7ith their - competito-rs, the  D.O.C. 

 should take the lead in the development of facilitieS such -  . 
as automatic vehicle identification, use of cellular systeMs, 

-dynaMic . channel reassià -nment, variable range controli Pre7 
arranged communications path's - etc. 

For federal and provincial users the facilities in present 
use are facsimile, teletype, data terminal, individual 
selective and selected group signalling. The only other 
facilities likely to be incorporated is automatic vehicle 
identification. Municipal governments are using individual 
selective, selected group signalling, and data terminal 
and expect these to become more popular. 

It seems unlikely, however, that voice will cease to be the 
main medium of communication. There will be increased 
demand for privacy or voice security especially in the 
business sector as firms develop greater need to transmit 
competitive information. Privacy was also considered a 
major problem by municipal public safety agencies, (but 
not by any federal or provincial departments). 

Business and federal and provincial government users are 
generally satisfied with D.O.C. policies but a small 
percentage of business users would like to see some changes 
especially in the matter of ERP restrièt•ons in remote 
areas. 

Business users of mobile radio suffer from a lack of organiz-
ational ability (inherent to a group of highly parochial 
industries) in terms of collectively expressing their present 
and future radio needs. Because of the difficulty in achieving 
coordination between users who have little or no understanding 
of each others' activities, resolution of such problems as 
interference become more complicated. Business radio assoc-
iations in Canada could be encouraged, to sanewhat alleviate 
these problems. 
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Municipal departments expressed a fair amount of dissatis-
faction with D.O.C. policy. Their complaints concerned 
lack of cobperation between the D.O.C. and their depàrt-
ment concerning - frequency allocation, security against - 

• eavesdropping;  and changes in coordination policy and 
equipment standards. Detailed knowledge of D.O.C. 
activities  and  of policy were not,:in general, visible 
in 'the areas - sampled. 

.Demand for interconnection-to the - telephone network has - 
- reached:major proportions amongst business users with an • 
-apparent need to acces both local - exchanges and the ttell 
network.both from mobile radios and from a.restricted 
group of portables. . 

Awareness of satellite communications possibilities seems 
to be strong with a fairly significant number of users 
sharing the opinion that it would benefit them if their 
geographically separated base stations could be linked 
through geo7stationary satellite service especially in 
the north or in areas where mountain ranges intervene. 

Further research in the mobile field could involve detailed 
studies to size up the future potential for personal  
communications and determine how these future needs can 
best be accommodated. Other profitable areas for increased 
study would be the use of microwave frequencies for mobile 
communication (10) and the utilization of digital techniques 
in mobile radio (digital techniques have, of course, been 
used for many years in various special mobile applications 
such as telemetry and selective calling). If the D.O.C. 
is considering licensing different forms of modulation, 
compatibility of systems and possible changes in various 
licensing parameters will be of prime consideration. 
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